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 2

RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS 26 

• Children showed less robust memory consolidation across short and long delay compared 27 

to young adults. 28 

• From short to long delay, children show differential neural upregulation for remote 29 

versus recent memory compared to young adults. 30 

• Over time, both children and young adults showed reduced scene-specific reinstatement 31 

of neural patterns. 32 

• Children relied more on gist-like neural reinstatement in anterior hippocampal and medial 33 

prefrontal brain regions.   34 

 35 
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Abstract 57 

 58 

Memory consolidation tends to be less robust in childhood than adulthood. However, little is 59 

known about the corresponding functional differences in the developing brain that may underlie 60 

age-related differences in retention of memories over time. This study examined system-level 61 

memory consolidation of object-scene associations after learning (immediate delay), one night of 62 

sleep (short delay), as well as two weeks (long delay) in 5-to-7-year-old children (n = 49) and in 63 

young adults (n = 39), as a reference group with mature consolidation systems. Particularly, we 64 

characterized how functional neural activation and reinstatement of neural patterns change over 65 

time, assessed by functional magnetic resonance imaging combined with representational 66 

similarity analysis (RSA). Our results showed that memory consolidation in children was less 67 

robust and strong (i.e., more forgetting) compared to young adults. Contrasting correctly retained 68 

remote versus recent memories across time delay, children showed less upregulation in posterior 69 

parahippocampal gyrus, lateral occipital cortex, and cerebellum than adults. In addition, both 70 

children and adults showed decrease in scene-specific neural reinstatement over time, indicating 71 

time-related decay of detailed differentiated memories. At the same time, we observed more 72 

generic gist-like neural reinstatement in medial-temporal and prefrontal brain regions uniquely in 73 

children, indicating qualitative difference in memory trace in children. Taken together, 5-to-7-74 

year-old children, compared to young adults, show less robust memory consolidation, possibly 75 

due to difficulties in engaging in differentiated neural reinstatement in neocortical mnemonic 76 

regions during retrieval of remote memories, coupled with relying more on gist-like generic 77 

neural reinstatement.  78 

 79 

Keywords: object-scene associations, memory consolidation, representational similarity 80 

analysis, neural reinstatement, drift diffusion modelling  81 
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INTRODUCTION 82 

Every day we form new memories that may become long-lasting through memory consolidation, 83 

a complex process in flux between encoding and retrieval (Dudai, 2012; Josselyn et al., 2015; 84 

Moscovitch & Gilboa, 2022; Semon, 1921).During systems-level consolidation, memory 85 

representations and traces are reorganized across medial temporal lobe and neocortical brain 86 

networks (Ranganath & Ritchey, 2012; Ritchey & Cooper, 2020). These networks include brain 87 

regions that are involved both in initial encoding and in integration of new memories as time 88 

passes (Axmacher & Rasch, 2017; Dudai, 2012; Moscovitch & Gilboa, 2022; Squire et al., 89 

2015). While decades of work have shed light on general neural mechanisms of memory 90 

consolidation in adults (Moscovitch & Gilboa, 2022; Sekeres et al., 2017a; Winocur & 91 

Moscovitch, 2011), much less is known about neural mechanisms that support memory 92 

consolidation in children – a knowledge gap that we aimed to address with the current study.  93 

Neural correlates of memory consolidation 94 

Learning through repeated activation and reinstatement is one way to rapidly stabilize memory 95 

traces and make them accessible upon retrieval (Dudai, 2004; Nader & Hardt, 2009; Teyler & 96 

Rudy, 2007). For instance, in young adults, repeated exposure to word-image pairs during 97 

encoding, compared to single exposure, was shown to accelerate memory consolidation. This is 98 

achieved through enhanced replay of repeated events in the retrosplenial cortex (RSC) and the 99 

medial prefrontal cortex (PFC), as well as via increased hippocampal (HC)-cortical replay that 100 

promotes the associative word-object memories (Yu et al., 2022). In another study by Brodt et al. 101 

(2016), it was found that during repeated spatial navigation in a virtual environment, activation 102 

in the posterior parietal cortex (PPC), especially the precuneus, increased and remained elevated 103 

after 24 hours, while HC activity and HC-PPC connectivity declined with repeated encoding 104 

rounds (Brodt et al., 2016). In addition, neocortical plasticity measured by diffusion-weighted 105 

magnetic resonance imaging in the PPC (Brodt et al., 2018) and the cerebellum (Stroukov et al., 106 

2022) supported rapid cortical storage of memory traces for object-location associations after 107 

repeated exposure in young adults 1 hour and 12 hours post-learning. Taken together, these 108 

findings indicate that repeated learning in young adults promotes fast creation of neural memory 109 

representations, which can remain stable for at least 24 hours and predict behavioural mnemonic 110 

performance.  111 
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Memory consolidation of well-learnt information does not end with the last learning 112 

cycle, but undergoes further neural reorganizing and modification over time (Roüast & 113 

Schönauer, 2023; Sekeres et al., 2017). For example, during cued recall of face-location 114 

associations, young adults who were tested 24 hours after learning, compared to 15 minutes, 115 

showed increased activation in the precuneus, inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), and fusiform gyrus, 116 

whereas the hippocampus showed a decrease in activation (Takashima et al., 2009). Similarly, 117 

increased activation in the anterior temporal cortex during the retrieval of studied figure pairs 118 

eight weeks prior was observed, while increased activation in the HC was shown for pairs 119 

learned immediately before retrieval (Yamashita et al., 2009). Furthermore, delayed retrieval of 120 

naturalistic video clips after the delay of seven days in young adults was associated with the 121 

increased activation in the lateral and medial PFC and decrease in HC and parahippocampal 122 

(PHG) activation over time (Sekeres et al., 2021). This is convergent with the notion that the role 123 

of the prefrontal cortex increases during recollection as consolidation progresses over time 124 

(Milton et al., 2011). Moreover, subsequently recollected memories showed higher post-rest HC- 125 

lateral occipital cortex (LOC) connectivity specifically related to scene-related mnemonic 126 

content, indicating the role of LOC in associative memory consolidation (Tambini et al., 2010). 127 

On the other hand, HC activation has been reported to remain stable after seven days (Sekeres, 128 

Winocur, Moscovitch, et al., 2018) three months (Harand et al., 2012) or even years (Söderlund 129 

et al., 2012) for consistent episodic memories that retained contextual details. 130 

To summarize, in alignment with the Multiple Trace Theory (Nadel et al., 2000; Nadel & 131 

Moscovitch, 1997), studies have shown that memories of well-learned information increasingly 132 

engage cortical regions over time. There regions include the prefrontal, parietal, occipital, and 133 

anterior temporal brain areas, supporting the retrieval of general and schematic memories, as 134 

well as complex associative information. In line with the Standard Consolidation Theory, some 135 

studies have demonstrated a decrease in the recruitment of the HC over time (Squire & Alvarez, 136 

1995). Conversely, and converging with the Contextual Binding Theory (Yonelinas et al., 2019) 137 

and the Multiple Trace Theory, some studies have shown that hippocampal involvement lingers 138 

over time, particularly for detailed and contextual memories. However, most research has 139 

focused on only a selected delay window and solely on young adults. 140 
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Mnemonic transformation and reinstatement across consolidation 141 

In addition to changes in neural activation during mnemonic retrieval over time, it is important to 142 

characterize the transformations and reinstatement of neural representations (i.e., distinctive 143 

pattern of neural activity generated by a specific memory; Averbeck et al., 2006; Kriegeskorte, 144 

2008; Kriegeskorte & Kievit, 2013) because the multivariate activity pattern of memory may 145 

change over time. For example, memory for perceptual details may become worse over time, 146 

while memory for gist may be more likely to stay stable, indicating differential time-related 147 

transformational trajectories (Sekeres et al., 2016). According to the Fuzzy Trace Theory (Reyna 148 

& Brainerd, 1995, 1998), detailed and gist-like memories may be uniquely present or coexist, 149 

depending on the strength of formed memories. For instance, detailed memories may generally 150 

fade away over time, preserving however its specific accurate nature for correctly recalled 151 

memories (Diamond et al., 2020). In other instances, weaker detailed memories may be 152 

reorganized over time, with lingering specific memories and parallel creation of gist-like generic 153 

memories. Little is known about how the neural representation of well-learned memories at 154 

retrieval is transformed across the consolidation period (i.e., phenomenon, when similar patterns 155 

of neural activity may be reactivated when memory is retrieved again; Clarke et al., 2022; Deng 156 

et al., 2021).  157 

Using representational similarity analysis (RSA; Kriegeskorte, 2008),  Tompary & Davachi 158 

(2017) showed that a one-week delay led to differential memory reorganisation in HC and mPFC 159 

for memories with and without overlapping features. Specifically, after a one-week mnemonic 160 

representations became more similar for memories with overlapping features, indicating 161 

consolidation-related gist-like neural reorganization. Moreover, the authors showed memory-162 

specific reinstatement of neural patterns for specific memories in the right HC, indicated by 163 

significant encoding-retrieval similarity for remote but not recent memories. Comparing neural 164 

reinstatement of visual clips during encoding, immediate, and delayed recall (after 1-week-165 

period), Oedekoven et al. (2017) showed reliable reinstatement in core retrieval networks, 166 

including the precuneus, medial temporal gyrus, occipital gyrus, HC, and PHG among others. In 167 

contrast to Tompary and Davachi (2018), this study found no time-related differences in 168 

reinstatement effects. Therefore, the findings on memory reinstatement are mixed, and, to date, 169 

no study have directly tracked the neural representations of memory traces for perceptual 170 

together with more abstract, gist-like features (e.g., semantic categories).  171 
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Neural correlates of memory consolidation and mnemonic transformation and 172 

reinstatement in middle childhood 173 

Brain regions involved in memory consolidation show protracted developmental trajectories 174 

from early to late childhood (Badre & Wagner, 2007b; Ghetti & Bunge, 2012c; Gogtay et al., 175 

2004; Keresztes et al., 2022; Lenroot & Giedd, 2006; Mills et al., 2016; Ofen et al., 2007; Shing 176 

et al., 2008), which could lead to differences in neural activity and/or patterns and subsequently 177 

mnemonic reinstatement between children and adults. For instance, univariate selectivity was 178 

reduced in children, while fine-grained neural representational similarity along the ventral visual 179 

stream was similar in 5-11 years old children and adults (Cohen et al., 2019; Golarai et al., 180 

2015). Fandakova et al. (2019) also showed that the neural representational distinctiveness of 181 

information during encoding was similar in 8-to-15-year-old children and adults in the RSC, 182 

LOC and PHG. The fidelity of neural representations was also associated with subsequent 183 

memory in a similar way between children and adults. Overall, although these findings did not 184 

address the question of neural reinstatement directly in children, they suggest that mnemonic 185 

reinstatement may develop prior to univariate selectivity.  However, it is yet to be investigated. 186 

Moreover, it is unclear whether the age-related differences in neural activation and reinstatement 187 

mentioned above are similar for memory consolidation. Specifically, to what extent does 188 

consolidation-related transformation of neural representations occur, and how does it impact 189 

neural reinstatement of mnemonic content in the developing brain?  190 

In middle childhood, the trade-off between retaining vivid, detail-rich memories and their 191 

transformation into vague, gist-like memories due to delay may be more pronounced. Brainerd et 192 

al., (2002) demonstrated that, during development, specific memory and gist-memory for events 193 

emerge together. However, as children mature, they exhibit more false memories based on gist in 194 

the absence of exact memories for the events. On the other hand,  Keresztes et al. (2018) 195 

postulated that younger children tend to rely more on generalization when forming new 196 

memories, while older children and adults use more specific detail-rich information, suggesting a 197 

shift from generalization to specificity as children mature. Hence, there are some inconsistencies 198 

in the theoretical postulations and findings regarding item-specific and gist-based memories that 199 

may impact memory consolidation in middle childhood. Investigation on the neural 200 

reinstatement patterns of item-specific and gist-like memories across time may add to the 201 

understanding of these inconsistencies in children.  202 
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Aim of the current study 203 

In this study, we examined the univariate neural activation and multivariate neural reinstatement 204 

patterns of memories for object-location associations across a short delay (after one night of 205 

sleep) and a long delay (after a 2-week period), relative to recently consolidated memories (after 206 

30 minutes). Children (5-to-7-year-old) were compared to young adults serving as a reference 207 

group with a mature memory consolidation system. We selected 5 to 7 years as the age range of 208 

interest because previous studies showed a large improvement in associative memory around this 209 

age (Sluzenski, Newcombe, & Kovacs, 2006). Practically, this is also the youngest age range in 210 

which MRI scanning coupled with active task execution could be applied relatively successfully. 211 

We hypothesized (i) according to the Multiple Trace Theory, an increasing involvement of 212 

prefrontal, parietal, cerebellar, occipital and PHG brain regions over time in adults in comparison 213 

to children, as these regions are still maturing in preschool and early school-aged children 214 

(Ghetti & Bunge, 2012b; Keresztes et al., 2022; Lebel et al., 2012; Shing et al., 2008, 2010a); (ii) 215 

according to the Contextual Binding Theory, the Multipe Trace Theory, and supported by the 216 

evidence from Sekeres, Winocur, & Moscovitch (2018), a stable involvement of HC over time in 217 

adults and children due to relative maturity of the HC in middle childhood and detailed 218 

contextual nature of the repeatedly learned information (Keresztes et al., 2017; Nadel et al., 219 

2000; Sekeres, Winocur, Moscovitch, et al., 2018; Shing et al., 2008; Sluzenski et al., 2006; 220 

Yonelinas et al., 2019); (iii) a decreasing neural reinstatement in all ROIs over time, with this 221 

decrease being more pronounced in children compared to young adults (Cohen et al., 2019; 222 

Golarai et al., 2015); (iv) different contributions of category- and item-specific memories to 223 

neural reinstatement across age groups. Specifically, we expected more gist-like memory pattern 224 

reinstatement in children in comparison to more detailed item-specific neural pattern 225 

reinstatement in young adults over time due to differences in the strength of formed memories 226 

and differences in underlying associative and strategic components of memories  (Reyna & 227 

Brainerd, 1995; Shing et al., 2008, 2010).This assumption aligns with the Fuzzy Trace Theory 228 

(Brainerd & Reyna, 2002) that verbatim memories can be created without the extraction of gist. 229 

Due to ongoing maturation of associative and strategic memory components and their underlying 230 

neural substrates, children may be more inclined to extract gist information at the expense of 231 

detailed or gist-like information. 232 

 233 
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RESULTS 234 

Behavioural results 235 

Final Learning Performance 236 

Unique sets of object-location association pairs were learned on Day 0, Day 1, and Day 14. 237 

During each initial encoding trial, participants were presented with an object within a congruent 238 

scene (e.g., a fox in a spring pine tree forest), and were asked to memorize the exact location on 239 

the object within the scene by creating a story and making “mental” pictures of the scene. The 240 

choices for locations varied across scenes while they remained constant across time within 241 

individuals. There were 18 unique key locations among which object could be distributed, 242 

resulting in a heterogenous set of locations for objects. We employed an adaptive, repetitive 243 

learning-to-criteria procedure to ensure initially strong memories (see Fig. 1A for the task 244 

overview and Fig. 1B for experimental procedure overview). Before learning began, participants 245 

were instructed to create stories to help them memorize the locations of the objects within the 246 

scenes. They practiced this strategy on two unique sets of five object-location associations. 247 

Subsequently, the learning began with the first encoding block. Following each encoding block, 248 

the repetitive learning-to-criteria started. During learning, participants were presented with the 249 

scenes again, but with three rectangles indicating possible locations for the previously learned 250 

objects. The choice options for the three alternative forced choice task (3AFC) were distributed 251 

variably: for some instances, the “correct” answer was the left option, for some instance – it was 252 

the middle option, and for other instances it was the right option. Therefore, the correct 253 

performance in the task required detailed and precise memory for locations. Moreover, the 254 

choice options were presented rather close together in the scene, requiring higher level of 255 

differentiation among the options. Participants were asked to choose one rectangle that 256 

corresponded to the correct location of the object within the scene (Fig 1A “Learning Cycles”). 257 

Regardless of accuracy, the object was shown again in the correct location. The learning 258 

procedure was repeated at least two times and maximally four times or until the response 259 

accuracy of 83% was reached within one cycle.  260 

Concerning number of learning cycles, the linear mixed effects (LME) model revealed a 261 

significant Group effect, F(1,563) = 7.09, p  .008, w2 = .01, with children needing more learning 262 

cycles to reach the learning criteria in comparison to adults, b = -.43, t(563) = -2.66, p = .008. On 263 

average, children needed between two to four learning-retrieval cycles to reach the criterion of 264 
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83% correct responses, while young adults required on average two cycles (Fig. 1C). The265 

number of learning cycles did not differ between sessions as revealed by non-significant Session266 

effect and Group x Session interaction (all p > .40).  267 

For final learning accuracy, operationalized as percentage of correctly identified locations268 

relative to the total number of locations, the LME model revealed a significant effect of Group,269 

F(1,79) = 94.31, p < .001, w2 = .53, showing higher overall final accuracy in young adults in270 

comparison to children t(185) = 7.55, p < .001 (Fig. 1D). No Session effect (p = .79) or Session x271 

Group interaction was significant (p = .96), indicating a stable level of final learning accuracy in272 

each age group across sessions with different stimuli sets. Although the learning procedure was273 

adaptive, the memory performance of children was inferior to that of young adults at the end of274 

learning.   275 

Figure 1 276 
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278 

279 
 280 

(A) Trial Structures in the Experimental Task. (i) In the Initial Encoding phase, participants were instructed281 
to remember object-location pairs by creating a story or making a “mental photo” of the scene, memorizing282 
the exact location of each object within the scene. (ii) In the Learning Phase, participants chose one283 
location out of three choices and received feedback for their response. The feedback was given in the form284 
of a smiley face, with a happy face denoting  a correct answer, a sad face denoting an incorrect answer, and285 
a sleeping face denoting a missed response. After receiving feedback, the correct object-location286 
association was shown again. (iii) In the Retrieval Phase participants chose the location of the object in the287 
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scene out of three options without feedback. The retrieval phase took place in the MR scanner. (B) 288 
Experimental Procedure. The testing took place across three days. On Day 0, participants learned 60 289 
object-location associations (remote items). On Day 1, participants learned 30 new object-location 290 
associations (recent items). For retrieval (short delay), 30 remote pairs learned on Day 0 and 30 recent pairs 291 
learned on Day 1 were retrieved. A similar procedure was followed  on Day 14 (long delay), with another 292 
30 new object-location associations. Across all testing days, participants also completed socio-demographic 293 
questionnaires and other psychometric tests, which were distributed across sessions. Note: RT – reaction 294 
time; s – second, fMRI – functional magnetic resonance imaging. (C) Overview of Learning 295 
Performance. Children needed on average between two to four learning-retrieval cycles to reach the 296 
criterion of 83% correct responses, while young adults needed on average two cycles. (D) Final Learning 297 
Performance. Final learning accuracy is calculated as the percentage of correct responses during the last 298 
learning cycle for both children and young adults. Final learning accuracy was significantly higher in 299 
young adults compared to children across all sessions. Grey dashed line indicates the criteria of 83% 300 
correctly learned items. 301 
 302 

Memory Retention Across Time 303 

Change in memory retention was investigated during the retrieval part of the memory task (Fig. 304 

1A “Retrieval (fMRI)”). Participants were cued with the object and were instructed to recall as 305 

vividly as possible the associated scene and location of the object within the scene during the 306 

fixation time window, where no visual input was presented on the screen. After that the 307 

associated scene with three choice options was presented and participants had to choose one 308 

rectangle denoting the correct location of the object in the scene (see Methods for more details).  309 

First, we investigated whether retention rates for recent items initially correctly learned on 310 

Day 1 and Day 14 differed between sessions in children and adults. We observed no significant 311 

Session x Group interaction, F(1,75) = 1.77, p =.187, w2 = .001, indicating that the difference 312 

between retention rates for recent items on Day 1 and Day 14 for initially correctly learned items 313 

did not significantly differ between children and young adults. Based on that, we collapsed 314 

recent retention rates across sessions in each group for the further analysis.  315 

Second, we examined change in memory retention rates for items that were initially 316 

correctly learned (i.e., initially strong memories) particularly testing for group differences in 317 

recent and remote (short- and long-delay) memory retention in relation to baseline of 100% (see 318 

Fig. 2, Supplementary Table S1 for a full overview). The linear mixed-effects model for retrieval 319 

accuracies of learned object-location pairs explained a significant amount of variance, R2 = .77, 320 

95% CI [.73 – .81]. We observed a significant main effects of Item Type, F(3,250) = 229.18, 321 

p <.001, w2 = .73, indicating overall no difference between recent memory retention compared to 322 

short delay remote memory retention, b = 1.49, t(259) = 1.26, p = .754, but higher recent memory 323 

retention compared to long delay remote memory retention, b = 21.36, t(259) = 17.59, p < .001, 324 
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and higher short delay remote memory retention compared to long delay remote memory 325 

retention, b = 19.88, t(260) = 16.16, p < .00. Further, we observed a significant main effect of 326 

Group, F(1,85) = 55.00, p <.001, w2 = .38, indicating overall lower memory retention in children 327 

compared to young adults, b = -11.1, t(91) = -7.20, p < .001. Additionally, we observed a 328 

significant Item Type x Group interaction, F(3,250) = 17.35, p < .001, w2 = .16. Model-based Sidak 329 

post hoc comparisons revealed that in children group there was a significant decline in memory 330 

retention rates for correctly learned recent items, b = 17.18, t(254) = 11.09, p < .001, short delay 331 

remote items, b = 16.74, t(255) = 10.60, p < .001, and long delay remote items, b = 37.45, t(260) 332 

= 22.87, p < .001. In young adults’ group, there was no significant decline in memory retention 333 

rates for correctly learned recent items, b = 1.91, t(254) = 1.10, p = .983, but for short delay remote 334 

items,  b = 5.32, t(254) = 3.05, p = .033, and long delay remote items, b = 24.37, t(258) = 13.58, 335 

p < .001. Additionally, the slope of memory retention decline was significantly steeper in 336 

children compared to adults for recent items, b = 15.26, t(254) = 6.56, p < .001, for short delay 337 

remote items, b = 11.41, t(255) = 4.84, p < .001, and for long delay remote items, b = 13.08, t(258) 338 

= 5.38, p < .001. Furthermore, we observed that memory retention rates significantly increased 339 

with age in the child group for recent items, b = .89, t = 2.62, p = .016(FDR-corrected), for short delay 340 

remote items, b = .91, t = 2.67, p = .016(FDR-corrected), but not for long delay remote items, b = .15, 341 

t = .326, p = .747(FDR-corrected). 342 

Taken together, both age groups showed a decline in memory performance over time. 343 

However, compared to young adults, children showed a steeper slope of memory decline for both 344 

immediate recent and remote short and long delay memories. In sum, the results showed that 345 

children had overall worse memory retention rates compared young adults, indicating less robust 346 

memory consolidation in children.  347 

 348 

Figure 2 349 

 350 
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351 
Retention rates for initially correctly learned items. Memory accuracy is operationalized as the percentage of352 
correct responses in the retrieval task conducted during the MRI scanning sessions for items that were initially353 
correctly learned, indicating initially strong memories. Memory accuracy for recently consolidated items did not354 
differ between sessions in young adults and children and was collapsed across  recent memory accuracy on Day 1355 
was higher than on Day 14. Memory accuracy for remotely consolidated items differed between sessions in both356 
young adults and children, showing higher remote memory accuracy on Day 1 than on Day 14. All tests used Sidak357 
correction for multiple comparisons. Red dashed line indicates the threshold for random performance. *p < .05; **p358 
< .01; ***p < .001(significant difference); non-significant differences were not specifically highlighted. Error bars359 
indicate standard error based on the underlying LME-model.  360 

 361 
 362 

fMRI Results 363 

Mean activation for remote > recent memory in ROIs. 364 

To investigate the change in the neural activation for correctly recalled memories from short to365 

long delay, we analysed the difference in neural activation for the contrast remote > recent across366 

age groups and sessions during the object presentation time window. We controlled for sex,367 

handedness, general intelligence score, and mean reaction time. In the following section, the368 

results of the univariate analysis of the selected ROIs based on the object presentation time369 

window (Fig. 1A “Retrieval fMRI) are summarized, with a full statistical report on LME-model370 

in Supplementary Table S6. Results for the whole-brain analyses are available in Supplementary371 

Tables S3-5. All main and interaction effects are adjusted for multiple comparisons with False372 

Discovery Rate (FDR). All post hoc tests were Sidak-corrected. 373 
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Our results showed that for the anterior and posterior HC (Fig. 3A) as well as for the 374 

anterior PHG (Fig. 3B), the mean signal difference for the contrast of remote > recent remained 375 

similar across age groups and across sessions (all p > .430 FDR-adjusted), indicating similarly 376 

elevated mean blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal intensity for recent and remote 377 

memories across time in both age groups. An additional analysis conducted for recent and 378 

remote neural activation measures (for more detailed results refer to Fig. S2 and Table S7) 379 

revealed that all activations measures in both age groups we significantly higher than zero (all 380 

p < .028FDR-adjusted) other than for recent Day1 posterior hippocampus in children (p = .14FDR-381 

adjusted).  382 

For the posterior PHG (Fig. 3B), we observed a significant Session x Group interaction, 383 

F(1,83) = 9.54, p = .020FDR-adjusted, w2 = .09, indicating more pronounced increase in remote > 384 

recent mean signal difference from Day 1 to Day 14 in young adults compared to children, 385 

b = .11, t(83) = 3.09, p = .003. Similarly, also in the cerebellum (Fig. 3C) a significant Session x 386 

Group interaction, F(1,161) = 7.68, p = .020FDR-adjusted, w2 = .04, indicated stronger increase in 387 

remote > recent mean signal difference from Day 1 to Day 14 in young adults compared to 388 

children, b = .09, t(160) = 2.77, p = .006.  389 

For the mPFC (Fig. 3D), there was a significant main effect of Group, F(1,86) = 7.61, 390 

p = .023FDR-adjusted, w2 = .07, denoting lower remote > recent mean signal difference in young 391 

adults compared to children, b = -.10, t(86) = -2.76, p = .007. In the vlPFC (Fig. 3E), a significant 392 

main effect of Group, F(1,82) = 31.35, p = <.001FDR-adjusted, w
2 = .13, highlighted lower remote > 393 

recent mean signal difference in children compared to young adults, b = -.125, t(108) = -3.91, 394 

p < .001. In addition, in the vlPFC (Fig. 3E), we observed a significant main effect of Session, 395 

F(1,99) = 10.68, p = .005FDR-adjusted, w2 = .09, pointing out that remote > recent mean signal 396 

difference was higher on Day 14 compared to Day 1, b = .08, t(99) = 3.27, p = .001. 397 

In the precuneus (Fig. 3F), a significant main effects were observed for both Group, 398 

F(1,161) = 5.09, p = .027FDR-adjusted, w2 = .02, and Session, F(1,161) = 6.50, p = .036FDR-adjusted, 399 

w2 = .03. There was a lower remote > recent mean signal difference in adults compared to 400 

children, b = -.05, t(160) = -2.26, p = .025, and for Day 14 compared to Day 1, b = -.05, t(160) = -401 

2.55, p = .012. For the RSC (Fig. 3G), a significant Session x Group interaction, F(1,161) = 8.56, 402 

p = .020FDR-adjusted, w
2 = .04, showed a greater decrease in remote > recent mean signal difference 403 

from Day 1 to Day 14 in children than in young adults, b = -.10, t(160) = -2.93, p = .004. In the 404 
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LOC (Fig. 3H), a significant main effect of Group, F(1,82) = 9.12, p = .015FDR-adjusted, w2 = .09,405 

indicated a higher remote > recent mean signal difference in young adults compared to children,406 

b = .07, t(82) = 3.02, p = .003. Additionally, a significant main effect of Session, F(1,97) = 16.76,407 

p = <.001FDR-adjusted, w
2 = .14, showed an increase in remote > recent mean signal difference on408 

Day 14 compared Day 1 across age groups, b = .07, t(97) = 4.10, p = <.001. Furthermore, a409 

significant Session x Group interaction, F(1,81) = 6.42, p = .032FDR-adjusted, w
2 = .06, demonstrated410 

higher increase in remote > recent mean signal difference from Day 1 to Day 14 in adults411 

compared to children, b = .09, t(81) = 2.53, p = .013. 412 

In summary, our findings revealed distinct consolidation-related neural upregulation for413 

remote memory between children and adults. From Day 1 to Day 14, adults showed higher414 

increase in remote > recent signal difference for remembered items in the posterior PHG, LOC,415 

and cerebellum than children. Adults showed overall higher remote > recent difference in the416 

vlPFC than children, while children showed overall higher remote > recent difference in the417 

mPFC than adults. Furthermore, we observed a constant activation of anterior and posterior HC418 

and anterior PHG in memory retrieval across age groups irrespective of memory type or delay. 419 

 420 
Figure 3 421 

 422 
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423 

424 

Mean Signal Differences Between Correct Remote and Recent Memories.  425 
The figure presents mean signal difference for remote > recent memories on Day 1 and Day 14 in children and426 
adults during the object presentation time window in (A) anterior and posterior hippocampus; (B) anterior and427 
posterior parahippocampal gyrus; (C) cerebellum; (D) medial prefrontal cortex; (E)ventrolateral prefrontal cortex;428 
cerebellum; (F) precuneus;  (G) retrosplenial cortex; (H) lateral occipital cortex. Note: Bars represent the average429 
signal difference. The colour indicated the age groups: purple for children and khaki yellow for young adults. Solid-430 
lined bars represent data from Day 1, while dashed-lined bars depict data from Day 14. Across all panels, mean of431 
individual subject data are shown with transparent points. The connecting faint lines reflect within-subject432 
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differences across sessions.  Error bars indicate standard error of the mean. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < 433 
.001(significant difference); non-significant differences were not specifically highlighted. Significance main and 434 
interaction effects are highlighted by the corresponding asterisks. All main and interactions p-values were FDR-435 
adjusted for multiple comparisons.  436 
 437 
 438 

 Neural-behavioural Correlation 439 

We further investigated whether neural upregulation (i.e., remote > recent univariate signal 440 

difference) is related to memory performance. Specifically, considering all ROIs simultaneously 441 

and differential directionality of remote > recent signal differences, we investigated whether any 442 

specific profile of ROI constellation of neural upregulation is related to variations in memory 443 

performance. For this purpose, we employed the partial least square correlation analysis (PLSC; 444 

Abdi, 2010; Abdi & Williams, 2013). With regard to the interconnectedness of the predefined 445 

ROIs, the PLSC is a well-suited method to address multivariate associations between neural 446 

measures and memory measures. Consequently, latent variables that represent differential 447 

profiles of ROI’s neural upregulations with robust relation with either short- or long-delay 448 

variations in memory performance were extracted (for more detailed description of the PLSC 449 

method, refer to Method section). In addition, we derived for each subject a value that denotes a 450 

within-person robust expression of either short- or long-delay brain profile.  451 

For each delay, the permutation test of significance resulted in a single latent variable that 452 

reliably and optimally represents across age groups (i) the associations of short delay ROI neural 453 

upregulations with variations in short-delay memory accuracy (Fig. 4A; r = .536, p = .0026); and 454 

(ii) the associations of long delay ROI neural upregulations with variations in long-delay 455 

memory accuracy (Fig. 4C; r = .542, p = .0024). With further bootstrapping, we identified Z-456 

scores estimates of robustness (larger/smaller than ± _1.96 (a < 0.05)) of the components within 457 

the multivariate brain profiles across all participants. Thus, for short delay, we observed that 458 

higher memory accuracy was robustly associated with greater neural upregulations in the anterior 459 

PHG (Z-score = 2.161, r = .347) and vlPFC (Z-score = 3.457, r = .640), as well as with lesser 460 

neural upregulation in precuneus (Z-score = -2.133, r = -.323) and cerebellum (Z-score = -2.166, 461 

r = -.371) across age groups. In contrast, for long delay, we observed that higher memory 462 

accuracy was robustly associated with greater neural upregulation in the vlPFC (Z-score = 3.702, 463 

r = .492), RSC (Z-score = 4.048, r = .524), and LOC (Z-score = 3.568, r = .455), and with lesser 464 

neural upregulation in mPFC (Z-score = -2.958, r = -.394) across age groups. The identified 465 
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latent variables indicate that substantial amount of variance (short delay: r = .536 and long delay:466 

r = .542) in either short- or long-delay memory performance was accounted by the identified467 

differential functional profiles of brain regions.  468 

Figure 4 469 

470 

471 
 472 
Multivariate short- and long-delay brain profiles of neural upregulation (remote versus recent neural473 
activation differences) are associated with variations in memory accuracy. A) Short Delay Brain Profile. Latent474 
variables weights or saliences for each ROI build up one latent variable that expresses a composite short-delay brain475 
profile. Stability of salience elements is defined by Z-scores (depicted as red line: a value larger/smaller than ±476 
_1.96 is treated as reliably robust at (a <0.05). B) Association between Short Delay Retention Rate and Short Delay477 
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Brain Score. Within-participant short delay brain scores that represents a within-participant robust expression of the 478 
defined latent variable’s profile is plotted against short delay memory retention rates defined as percentage of 479 
correctly recalled items on Day 1 relative to Day 0. C) Long Delay Brain Profile. Latent variables weights or 480 
saliences for each ROI build up one latent variable that expresses a composite long-delay brain profile. D) 481 
Association between Long Delay Retention Rate and Long Delay Brain Score. Within-participant long delay brain 482 
scores that represents a within-participant robust expression of the defined latent variable’s profile is plotted against 483 
long delay memory retention rates defined as percentage of correctly recalled items on Day 14 relative to Day 0. 484 
Note: PHGa – anterior parahippocampal gyrus; PHGp – posterior parahippocampal gyrus; HCa – anterior 485 
hippocampus ; HCp – posterior hippocampus; PC– precuneous; vlPFC – ventrolateral prefrontal cortex; mPFC – 486 
medial prefrontal cortex; RSC – retrosplenial cortex; LOC – lateral occipital cortex; CE – cerebellum; r – 487 
Spearman’s rank order correlation index. 488 
 489 

 Identified brain profiles across groups suggest shared patterns between neural mean signal 490 

differences in differential sets of ROIs and memory accuracy are consistent across children and 491 

adults. However, the strength of this relationship may still differ. To investigate this, we 492 

examined with linear regression whether brain score (i.e., weights of the latent variable) predict 493 

memory retention rates differentially in the two groups. The results revealed that this relationship 494 

was similar between both age groups, as highlighted by non-significant Brain Score x Group 495 

interactions for both short delay, F = .52 p = .473, w2 = .00, and for long delay, F = 3.67 496 

p = .059, w2 = .03. Based on this, we ran Spearman’s rank-order correlation analyses across both 497 

age groups to identify the strength of the relationship. For short delay, we observed that the 498 

stronger expression of brain score was moderately associated with higher memory performance 499 

(Fig. 4B), r = .456, p < .001FDR-adjusted. Furthermore, for long delay, the results showed that 500 

stronger expression of brain score was also moderately associated with higher long-delay 501 

memory performance (Fig. 4D), r(76) = .473, p < .001FDR-adjusted. 502 

Taken together, differential short- and long-delay brain profiles of neural upregulation 503 

were related to variations in memory accuracy. Despite age-related differences in the derived 504 

brain scores, higher expression of within-participant brain score was associated with higher 505 

memory retention rates in short and long delay similarly in children and young adults. 506 

 507 

Representational similarity results. 508 

In addition to distinct univariate neural upregulation for recent and remote memories, children 509 

and adults may exhibit differences in neural representations of these memories. Over time, these 510 

representations could also undergo consolidation-related transformations. To address this further, 511 

we investigated both more differentiated detailed scene-specific and more generic gist-like 512 

neural representations in children and adult.  513 
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 514 

3.2.2.1 Corrected scene-specific reinstatement. 515 

To measure how scene-specific reinstatement at retrieval during fixation time window (after 516 

short cue by object presentation; see Fig 1A (Retrieval) and Fig. 5A) changes over time as 517 

memories decay, we computed a scene-specific reinstatement index for each neural RSM. We 518 

hypothesized that neural patterns evoked by reinstatement of a specific scene without any visual 519 

input during fixation time window would be similar to neural patterns evoked by actual 520 

presentation of the scene during the scene time window. Therefore, the scene time window was 521 

used as a template against which the fixation period can be compared to. Participants were 522 

explicitly instructed to recall and visualize the scene and location of the object during fixation 523 

time window after being cued by the object. Since the locations were contextually bound to the 524 

scene and each object had a unique location in each scene, the location of the object was always 525 

embedded in the specific scene context.  526 

To investigate how successful scene-specific reinstatement changes over time with 527 

memory consolidation, all analyses were restricted to correctly remembered items (Fig. 5). For 528 

each specific scene, the correlation between neural patterns during fixation “fixation period” and 529 

neural patterns when viewing the scene “scene period” was conducted (Fisher-transformed 530 

Pearson’s r; Fig. 5B). A set-based reinstatement index was calculated as an average distance 531 

between “fixation” and “scene period” for a scene and every other scene within the stimuli set 532 

(Deng et al., 2021; Ritchey et al., 2013; Wing et al., 2015). The set-based reinstatement index 533 

reflects the baseline level of non-specific neural activation patterns during reinstatement. We 534 

then calculated the corrected scene-specific reinstatement index as the difference between set-535 

based and scene-specific Fisher-transformed Pearson’s r (Deng et al., 2021; Ritchey et al., 2013; 536 

Wing et al., 2015). Given the temporal proximity of the fixation and scene time window, we 537 

refrain from interpreting the absolute values of the observed scene-specific reinstatement index. 538 

However, given that the retrieval procedure is the same over time and presumably similarly 539 

influenced by the temporal autocorrelations, we focus primarily on the changes in reinstatement 540 

index for correctly retrieved memories across immediate, short, and long delays. In other words, 541 

the focus in the following analysis lies on the time-related change in the scene-specific 542 

reinstatement index.  543 
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First, we combined the scene-specific reinstatement indices for recent items across544 

sessions, as there were no significant differences between sessions in ROIs in children (all545 

p > .999) and adults (p > .999). To investigate time-dependent change in scene-specific546 

reinstatement in children and young adults in the predefined ROIs, we conducted a LMER547 

model, with delay (recent, remote short and remote long delays), group (children and young548 

adults) for each ROI, controlling for ROI BOLD activation (Varga et al., 2023) during549 

corresponding sessions. All main and interaction effects were FDR-adjusted and all post hoc550 

tests were Sidak-corrected for multiple comparisons. 551 

Figure 5 552 

553 
Representational Similarity Analysis. 554 
 (A) Index Computation (Scene). A representational similarity index was computed by assessing the average555 
similarity between fixation and scene time window separately for recent, remote (Day 1), and remote (Day 14)556 
scenes.  (B) Scene-Specific Reinstatement. A corrected scene-specific reinstatement index was computed by557 
assessing the average similarity in fixation and scene time window within each trial and subtracting from it the558 
average set similarity between the fixation and scene time window across trials. S – scene time window; F – fixation559 
time window; r – Pearson’s correlation index; Δ z – difference between two Fisher transformed r values. * -560 
Activation patterns. 561 
 562 

Generally, in all predefined ROIs, we observed a significant main effect of Session (all p <563 

.001FDR-adjusted) in all ROIs and a significant effect of Group in all ROI (all p <.004 FDR-adjusted),564 

except for the LOC, F(1,100) = 1.23, p = .271, ω2 = .002 (Fig. 6). The pattern of time-related565 

decline was similar across age groups, as indicated by not significant Session x Group566 
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interactions in all ROIs (all p > .159). There was no significant effect of BOLD activation (all p567 

> .136). The full statistical report on the LME-model is in Supplementary Material in Table S8.568 

A more detailed overview of the observed main effects and their Sidak-corrected post-hoc tests569 

are summarized in the Table 2. 570 

 571 
Figure 6 572 
 573 

574 

 575 
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576 
Corrected scene-specific neural reinstatement.  577 
Scene-specific neural reinstatement defined as the difference between Fisher-transformed scene-specific and set-578 
specific representational similarity. (A) Hippocampus Anterior; (B) Hippocampus Posterior; (C) Parahippocampal579 
Gyrus Anterior; (D) Parahippocampal Gyrus Posterior; (E) Cerebellum; (F) Medial Prefrontal Cortex; (G)580 
Ventrolateral Prefrontal Cortex; (H) Precuneus; (I) Retrosplenial Cortex; (J) Lateral Occipital Cortex. *p < .05; **p581 
< .01; ***p < .001(significant difference). Error bars indicate standard error. Δ z – difference between two Fisher582 
transformed r values. 583 
 584 
Table 2 585 
 586 
Statistical overview of LME-model based Sidak corrected post hoc comparisons for scene-specific587 

reinstatement analysis (based on LME-model described in Table S8).  588 

 589 
 Model-based post hoc comparisons* 

 
 YC > YA Recent > Remote Day1 Remote Day 1 > Day 14 

ROI b 
 

t(DF) p b t(DF) p b t(DF) p 

HCa -.071 -5.15(89) <.001 .040 4.35(162) <.001 .095 9.60(167) <.001 

HCp -.068 -5.14(91) <.001 .040 4.29(162) <.001 .094 9.45(168) <.001 

PHGa -.069 -4.75(90) <.001 .039 4.05(162) <.001 .098 9.62(167) <.001 

PHGp -.055 -3.91(90) <.001 .040 3.77(178) <.001 .096 9.07(172) <.001 

mPFC -.049 -2.94(92) .004 .045 4.16(162) <.001 .093 7.91(169) <.001 

vlPFC -.058 -3.84(93) <.001 .053 4.55(179) <.001 .089 7.79(169) <.001 

CE -.044 -3.05(89) .003 .046 3.97(166) <.001 .086 7.19(170) <.001 

RSC -.041 -2.99(90) .003 .039 3.72(162) <.001 .094 8.56(169) <.001 

PC -.047 -3.33(89) .001 .044 4.15(165) <.001 .086 7.89(168) <.001 
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LOC -.017 -1.09(103) .279 .045 3.97(173) <.001 .083 7.07(174) <.001 
Notes. Degrees of freedom were adjusted based on Kenward-Roger methods. P-values were adjusted based on Sidak adjustment. 590 
YA – young adults; CH – children; ROI – region of interest; HCa – anterior hippocampus ; HCp – posterior hippocampus; 591 

PHGa – anterior parahippocampal gyrus; PHGp – posterior parahippocampal gyrus; mPFC – medial prefrontal 592 

cortex; vlPFC – ventrolateral prefrontal cortex; CE – cerebellum; RSC – retrosplenial cortex; PC– precuneous; LOC 593 

– lateral occipital cortex; b – Beta values; t – t-value; DF – degrees of freedom; p – p-value; CI – confidence interval; *p < .05; 594 
** <.01, ***<.001 (significant difference). 595 
 596 

Taken together, we observed more attenuated scene-specific neural reinstatement in 597 

children compared to young adults. Scene-specific reinstatement declined significantly for 598 

overnight old memories compared to immediate memories declined further after a 2-week-period 599 

for all ROIs. These results indicate that the main decrease in scene-specific neural reinstatement 600 

for successfully consolidated memories occurs already after a short overnight delay and proceeds 601 

further after longer fortnight delay.  602 

 603 
 604 

Gist-like neural reinstatement. 605 

To assess the quality of reinstatement of the scenes belonging to the same category (e.g., field, 606 

forest, etc.) during the fixation time window following the object cueing (see Fig. 1A (Retrieval) 607 

and Fig. 7), we computed the gist-like reinstatement index. The distribution of within-category 608 

items across runs was similar and balanced. Additionally, their presentations within runs were 609 

randomised without close temporal proximity. First, a within-category similarity indices were 610 

computed based on fixation time window of correctly remembered items belonging to the same 611 

category (i.e., field, water, housing, forest, infrastructure, indoor, farming), excluding the 612 

similarity computation for the fixation time windows with itself. A between-category similarity 613 

indices were computed based on fixation time window of correctly remembered items belonging 614 

to different categories. A gist-like reinstatement index was computed by subtracting between-615 

categories from within-categories Fischer-transformed distances ([within categoryrecent r – 616 

between categoryrecent r] and [within categoryremote r – between categoryremote r] for each session, 617 

Fig. 7) . Therefore, the gist-like reinstatement gives us a measure of the preactivation of the 618 

whole category of scenes (i.e., forests).  619 

The non-zero values in this index reflect gist-like reinstatement, as the similarity 620 

distance would be higher for pairs of trials within the same category, indicating more generic 621 
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reinstatement (e.g., during reinstatement of scenes belonging to a category “forest”, participants622 

may tend to recall a generic image of some forest without any specific details). In other words,623 

the reinstatement of a more generic, gist-like image of a forest across multiple trials should yield624 

more similar neural activation patterns. Not significant gist-like reinstatement would indicate that625 

even within the same category, reinstatement of specific scenes is sufficiently differential and626 

rich in details, rendering them dissimilar (e.g., participants may tend to recall detailed image of627 

forests: fall forest with yellow trees, dark pike-tree forest, light summer forest with young birch628 

trees, etc.).  629 

Figure 7 630 

631 
Representational Similarity Analysis. 632 
 (A) Index Computation (Gist). A representational similarity index was computed by assessing the average633 
similarity for fixation time window for within-category and between-category scenes separately for recent, remote634 
(Day 1), and remote (Day 14) scenes. The diagonal (similarity of fixation time window with itself) was excluded635 
from the analysis. (B) Gist-like Reinstatement. A gist-like reinstatement index was computed by assessing the636 
average similarity in fixation time window for the same-category pairs and subtracting from it the any-other-637 
category pairs. S – scene time window; F – fixation time window; r – Pearson’s correlation index. Δ z – difference638 
between two Fisher transformed r values. 639 

First, we aggregated the gist-like reinstatement indices for recent items on Day 1 and Day640 

14, as there were no significant differences between sessions in ROIs in children (all p > .95) and641 

adults (p > .99). Then we applied a one-sample permutation t-test to test for significance of all642 

gist-like indices against zero in each ROI (for full overview see Table S10, Figure S4). FDR-643 
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corrected values revealed that young adults did not show any category-based reinstatement (all p644 

> .127), while significant gist-like reinstatement was observed in children in the mPFC,645 

Precuneus, and anterior HC (all p < .042). Following this, we conducted a final LME model,646 

separately for each ROI that showed significant gist-like reinstatement, with Subject as the647 

random factor and Delay (recent, remote Day 1, remote Day 14) and Group (children, young648 

adults) as fixed factors, controlling for the BOLD mean activation in each ROI during649 

corresponding sessions.  650 

Figure 8 651 

652 
Gist-like Reinstatement. 653 
Gist-like reinstatement is reflected by the difference in Fisher’s z (Δ z) between within-category and between-654 
category representational similarity during fixation time window, where participants were instructed to reinstate the655 
scene associated with the learned object before the actual scenes were shown. Higher values mean higher gist-like656 
reinstatement. The index was tested for significance against zero and all results were FDR corrected for multiple657 
comparisons. Significant reinstatement of gist-like information is highlighted by a green rectangle (A) Hippocampus658 
Anterior; (B) Medial Prefrontal Cortex; (C) Precuneus; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001(significant difference);659 
non-significant difference was not specifically highlighted. Error bars indicate standard error. 660 

 661 

 Second, we investigated the time-dependent change in gist-like reinstatement in ROIs that662 

showed significant gist-like reinstatement. We observed a significant main effect of Group in the663 

mPFC, F(1,75) = 6.77FDR-adjusted, p = .011, ω2 = .03 (Fig. 8B), indicating significantly higher gist-664 

like reinstatement in the mPFC in children compared to young adult, b = .02, t(83) = 2.52,665 

p = .013, 95% CI [.004 – .036]. Neither anterior HC nor precuneous showed any significant main666 
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or interaction effects (all p > .111; Fig. 8A and 8C; detailed overview in Table S11). Taken 667 

together, only the child group showed gist-like reinstatement in the medial-temporal, medial 668 

prefrontal, and parietal brain regions. We observed a significantly higher overall gist-like 669 

reinstatement in medial prefrontal cortex region in children compared to young adults, indicating 670 

a higher level of gist-like representations in children.  671 

 672 
Neural-behavioural Correlations 673 

Further, we also explored whether over time, short- and long-delay scene-specific and gist-like 674 

reinstatement is beneficial or detrimental for memory performance by correlating the indices 675 

with memory retention rates. We derived, with a PLSC analysis, latent brain pattern across 676 

implicated ROIs for reinstatement indices that share the most variance with either short-delay or 677 

long-delay variations in memory accuracy.  678 

For gist-like reinstatement, we included only those ROIs that showed significant 679 

reinstatement (i.e., only in children; mPFC, anterior HC and PC for short delay; mPFC for long 680 

delay). For the scene-specific reinstatement also all predefined ROIs in both age groups were 681 

included. Finally, we examined how scene-specific and gist-like reinstatement brain profiles are 682 

related to memory performance for both children and young adults, correlating these values with 683 

memory accuracy for respective delays.  684 

Neural-behavioural correlations (scene-specific reinstatement) 685 

First, for short delay, the permutation test of significance resulted in a single latent 686 

variable that robustly represents the association of  scene-specific reinstatement brain profile 687 

(Fig. 9A) and memory accuracy across both age groups (Fig. 9B, r = .339, p = .0017). With 688 

further bootstrapping we identified Z-scores estimates of robustness (larger/smaller than ± _1.96 689 

(a < 0.05)) of the components within the multivariate brain profile. Thus, for short delay, we 690 

observed that  higher memory accuracy was robustly associated with greater scene-specific 691 

reinstatement  in the anterior PHG (Z-score = 2.885, r = .371), posterior PHG (Z-score = 2.597, 692 

r = .342), anterior HC (Z-score = 3.126, r = .399), posterior HC (Z-score = 2.844, r = .375), 693 

vlPFC (Z-score = 2.434, r = .317), mPFC (Z-score = 2.753, r = .333), and LOC (Z-score = 2.176, 694 

r = .298) across age groups. 695 

Second, for long delay, the permutation test of significance resulted in a single latent 696 

variable that robustly represents the association of  scene-specific reinstatement brain profile 697 

(Fig. 9C) and memory accuracy across both age groups (Fig. 9D, r = .455, p = <.001). Further, 698 
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for long delay, we observed that  higher memory accuracy was robustly associated with greater 699 

scene-specific reinstatement  in the anterior PHG (Z-score = 6.213, r = .414), posterior PHG (Z-700 

score = 4.810, r = .334), anterior HC (Z-score = 5.353, r = .389), posterior HC (Z-score = 4.707, 701 

r = .354), precuneous (Z-score = 3.404, r = .281), vlPFC (Z-score = 3.291, r = .266), RSC (Z-702 

score = 3.72, r = .293), LOC (Z-score = 3.288, r = .282), and cerebellum (Z-score = 3.842, 703 

r = .308) across age groups.  704 

Further, the linear regression analysis revealed similar relationship between identified brain 705 

profiles and memory accuracy between children and adult as indicated by non-significant Scene-706 

Specific Reinstatement Brain Score x Group interactions for both short delay, F = 2.61 p = .110, 707 

w2 = .02, and for long delay, F = .43 p = .836, w2 = .00. Based on this, we ran Spearman’s rank-708 

order correlation analyses across both age groups to identify the strength of the relationship. For 709 

short delay, we observed that the stronger expression of scene-specific reinstatement brain score 710 

was moderately associated with higher short-delay memory retention rate (Fig. 8B), r = .413, 711 

p  < .001FDR-adjusted. Furthermore, for long delay, the results showed that stronger expression of 712 

scene-specific reinstatement brain score was also moderately associated with higher long-delay 713 

memory retention rates (Fig. 8D), r = .419, p < .001FDR-adjusted. These significant correlations 714 

underscore the importance of scene-specific reinstatement in positively contributing to memory 715 

performance for detailed associative information both in children and adult. The lack of a 716 

significant difference between children and adults suggests that the fundamental relationship 717 

between scene-specific reinstatement and memory might also remain consistent across age 718 

groups. 719 

 720 

Figure 9 721 
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722 

723 
Multivariate short- and long-delay brain profiles of scene-specific reinstatement are associated with724 
variations in memory accuracy. A) Short Delay Brain Profile. Latent variables weights or saliences for each ROI725 
build up one latent variable that expresses a composite short-delay scene-specific reinstatement brain profile.726 
Stability of salience elements is defined by Z-scores (depicted as red line: a value larger/smaller than ± _1.96 is727 
treated as reliably robust at (a <0.05). B) Association between Short Delay Retention Rate and Short Delay Scene-728 
Specific Reinstatement Brain Score. Within-participant short delay scene-specific reinstatement brain scores that729 
represents a within-participant robust expression of the defined latent variable’s profile is plotted against short delay730 
memory retention rates defined as percentage of correctly recalled items on Day 1 relative to Day 0. C) Long Delay731 
Brain Profile. Latent variables weights or saliences for each ROI build up one latent variable that expresses a732 
composite long-delay scene-specific reinstatement brain profile. Stability of salience elements is defined by Z-scores733 
(depicted as red line: a value larger/smaller than ± _1.96 is treated as reliably robust at (a <0.05). B) Association734 
between Long Delay Retention Rate and Long Delay Scene-Specific Reinstatement Brain Score. Within-participant735 
long delay scene-specific reinstatement brain scores that represents a within-participant robust expression of the736 
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defined latent variable’s profile is plotted against long delay memory retention rates defined as percentage of 737 
correctly recalled items on Day 14 relative to Day 0.  Note: PHGa – anterior parahippocampal gyrus; PHGp – 738 
posterior parahippocampal gyrus; HCa – anterior hippocampus ; HCp – posterior hippocampus; PC– precuneous; 739 
vlPFC – ventrolateral prefrontal cortex; mPFC – medial prefrontal cortex; RSC – retrosplenial cortex; LOC – lateral 740 
occipital cortex; CE – cerebellum; r – Spearman’s rank order correlation index. 741 
 742 

Neural-behavioural correlations (gist-like reinstatement) 743 

First, for short delay, the permutation test of significance resulted in a single latent 744 

variable that robustly represents the association gist-like reinstatement brain profile (Fig. 10A) 745 

and memory accuracy in children (Fig. 10A, r = .379, p = .024). For short delay, we observed 746 

that higher memory accuracy was robustly negatively associated with greater gist-like 747 

reinstatement  in the anterior HC (Z-score = -1.985, r = -.681), and mPFC (Z-score = -2.189, r = -748 

.681) in children. 749 

Second, for long delay, the permutation test of significance resulted in a single latent 750 

variable that robustly represents the association of  scene-specific reinstatement brain profile 751 

(Fig. 10C) and memory accuracy across both age groups (Fig. 10D, r = .372, p = .015). Further, 752 

for long delay, we observed that  higher memory accuracy was robustly associated with lower 753 

gist-like reinstatement  in the mPFC (Z-score = -3.354, r = .371) in children.  754 

Based on this, we ran Spearman’s rank-order correlation analyses to identify the strength 755 

of these relationships in child group. For short delay, we observed a trend-level negative 756 

association between stronger expression of gist-like reinstatement brain score and memory 757 

performance (Fig. 8B), r = .266, p  = .08FDR-adjusted. Furthermore, for long delay, the results 758 

showed that stronger expression of gist-like reinstatement brain score was moderately associated 759 

with higher long-delay memory retention rates (Fig. 8D), r = .390, p = .02FDR-adjusted. The 760 

significant correlation observed in children underscores the importance of gist-like reinstatement 761 

in being detrimental to memory performance for detailed associative information in children in 762 

long delay.  763 

 764 

Figure 10 765 

 766 
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767 

768 
Multivariate short- and long-delay brain profiles of gist-like reinstatement are associated with variations in769 
memory accuracy. A) Short Delay Brain Profile. Latent variables weights or saliences for each ROI build up one770 
latent variable that expresses a composite short-delay gist-like reinstatement brain profile. Stability of salience771 
elements is defined by Z-scores (depicted as red line: a value larger/smaller than ± _1.96 is treated as reliably robust772 
at (a <0.05). B) Association between Short Delay Retention Rate and Short Delay Gist-Like Reinstatement Brain773 
Score. Within-participant short delay gist-like reinstatement brain scores that represents a within-participant robust774 
expression of the defined latent variable’s profile is plotted against short delay memory retention rates defined as775 
percentage of correctly recalled items on Day 1 relative to Day 0. C) Long Delay Brain Profile. Latent variables776 
weights or saliences for each ROI build up one latent variable that expresses a composite long-delay gist-like777 
reinstatement brain profile. Stability of salience elements is defined by Z-scores (depicted as red line: a value778 
larger/smaller than ± _1.96 is treated as reliably robust at (a <0.05). B) Association between Long Delay Retention779 
Rate and Long Delay Gist-Like Reinstatement Brain Score. Within-participant long delay gist-like reinstatement780 
brain scores that represents a within-participant robust expression of the defined latent variable’s profile is plotted781 
against long delay memory retention rates defined as percentage of correctly recalled items on Day 14 relative to782 
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Day 0.  Note: HCa – anterior hippocampus; PC– precuneous; mPFC – medial prefrontal cortex; r – Spearman’s rank 783 
order correlation index. 784 
 785 

Taken together, more differentiated detail-rich neural reinstatement was related to better 786 

memory retrieval in both children and young adults. On the other hand, uniquely in children, 787 

more gist-like neural reinstatement was related to worse memory retrieval. 788 

 789 

DISCUSSION 790 

In the present study, we investigated system-level memory consolidation of object-location 791 

associations after learning with immediate delay, one night of sleep as short delay and after two 792 

weeks as long delay. We tracked changes in neural activation and multivariate reinstatement 793 

patterns over time, comparing 5-to-7-year-old children and young adults. Our main findings are 794 

as follows: (i) Children showed greater decline in memory retention both in short and long delay 795 

compared to young adults. (ii) In terms of neural upregulation, reflected as the mean difference 796 

between remote > recent neural activation, age groups showed distinct changes over time. Young 797 

adults exhibited increase in neural upregulation in the posterior PHG, cerebellum and LOC over 798 

time, as well as overall higher neural upregulation in the vlPFC compared to children . In 799 

contrast, only children showed decrease in neural upregulation in the RSC over time, and they 800 

showed overall higher neural upregulation in the mPFC than adults. Distinct neural upregulation 801 

profiles with a specific set of brain regions were related to short and long delay memory 802 

accuracy. (iii) Using RSA, we found that differentiated scene-specific reinstatement was more 803 

prominent in adults than children and decreased over time in both age group. We observed that 804 

more generic gist-like reinstatement was present only in children in anterior hippocampal and 805 

medial prefrontal brain regions. Importantly, higher scene-specific reinstatement was related to 806 

better retention rates in both children and young adults, while higher gist-like reinstatement was 807 

related to lower retention rates only in children. 808 

Our study extends previous adult-based findings and, for the first time, demonstrates that the 809 

retrieval of consolidated memories in children is accompanied by differential patterns of neural 810 

activation of some of the core retrieval brain regions, attenuated neural reinstatement of detailed 811 

specific memories, and stronger generic gist-like reinstatement. Our results suggest that adults 812 

can utilize their mature neural memory systems and extensive existing knowledge structure to 813 

encode and consolidate new complex information with detailed accuracy. In contrast, children 814 
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utilize their neural resources, which are still undergoing maturation, to build up their sparse 815 

knowledge structures. Their memory system may tend to favour encoding and consolidating gist 816 

as a more solid building block for their still sketchy knowledge base, sacrificing detailedness. At 817 

this developmental stage, focusing on details may not be a priority (Keresztes et al., 2018). We 818 

discuss each finding in detail in the following sections. 819 

 820 

Less robust short and long delay memory retention in children compared to young 821 

adults. 822 

Our findings indicate that preschool 5-to-7-year-old children can encode and retain complex 823 

associative and highly contextualized information successfully over extended periods after 824 

adaptive learning. However, they had overall lower learning and retrieval performance compared 825 

to young adults. In addition, these children exhibited more pronounced declines in retention rates 826 

over both short and long delays decrease for correctly learned information, suggesting less robust 827 

memory consolidation compared to young adults. 828 

Concerning learning, overall children needed more cycles to memorize object-scene 829 

associations and showed lower learning performance after initial strategic encoding compared to 830 

young adults. Although we did not expect children to show similar learning rates to adults due to 831 

the complex and associative nature of the task (Pressley et al., 1981), we aimed to maximize 832 

children’s learning capacities through adaptive learning. Therefore, attention allocation and 833 

motivation during encoding and learning were controlled for by the constant presence of the 834 

experimenter and feedback questionnaires. Moreover, all participants underwent training to 835 

create elaborative memories that help to support retrieval.  836 

Overall, our findings on learning suggests that children were less adept at utilizing 837 

strategic control over encoding by creating and maintaining stories to aid their retrieval as 838 

successfully as adults. This is consistent with previous literature, showing continuous 839 

improvement in children’s ability to use elaborative strategies between ages 4 and 8 (Bjorkund et 840 

al., 2009; Crowley & Siegler, 1999; Pressley, 1982). Additionally, children at this age may 841 

experience difficulties in controlling (Ruggeri et al., 2019) and effectively using their learning 842 

strategies over time (Brod, 2021; Shing et al., 2010). Observed lower learning rates may also be 843 

attributed to less efficient binding processes in children compared to young adults (Shing et al., 844 

2010; Sluzenski et al., 2006). Although we included only stimuli from the primary school 845 
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curriculum to reduce age differences in knowledge availability, ongoing maturation of the 846 

memory brain network in 5-to-7-year-old children may have attenuated their benefit from pre-847 

existing knowledge and memory aid through strategic elaboration (Ghetti & Bunge, 2012; 848 

Lenroot & Giedd, 2006; Nishimura et al., 2015; Ofen, 2012; Shing et al., 2008). Despite these 849 

challenges, 5-to-7-year-old children were capable of learning complex associative information to 850 

a considerable extent, which aligns with their ability to gradually accumulate world knowledge 851 

(Bauer, 2021; Brod & Shing, 2022; Wagner, 2010). 852 

Concerning memory consolidation, our results are in line with previous studies that 853 

reported worse memory retention for associative information in school age children compared to 854 

adults (Østby et al., 2012; Schommartz et al., 2023, 2024). On the other hand, our results are not 855 

in line with sleep-related beneficial effects on mnemonic performance of 7-to-12-year-old 856 

children after one night delay (Peiffer et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2018) that were shown for novel 857 

stimuli not related to any prior knowledge (in the sense of arbitrary stimuli). As we opted for 858 

well-learned information that should allow for rapid creation of new schemas or integration of 859 

new associations into already existing schemas, our findings indicate that the beneficial role of 860 

sleep on memory consolidation in children compared to adults may not apply for repeatedly and 861 

strategically learned information. Deliberate learning is potentially more advantageous for 862 

subsequent memory retention in young adults, as this information may be integrated into pre-863 

existing knowledge structures faster (van Kesteren et al., 2013), with higher strategic control of 864 

memories upon retrieval and therefore greater accessibility of consolidated memories 865 

(Fandakova et al., 2017; Gaudreau et al., 2001). Taken together, our findings indicate that 866 

compared to young adults, 5-to-7-year-old children exhibit less robust memory consolidation for 867 

well-learned information, suggesting an overall reduced ability to retain detailed memories in 868 

children.  869 

Our findings indicate suggest that lower memory performance in children potentially 870 

indicate lower memory strength. Therefore, we conducted exploratory analysis with drift 871 

diffusion modelling (Lerche & Voss, 2019; Palada et al., 2016; Ratcliff et al., 2011, 2012; 872 

Ratcliff & McKoon, 2008; Zhou et al., 2021), deriving memory strength using as drift rate 873 

parameter (see Figure S1 and section S2.1 in Supplementary Materials). Our results demonstrate 874 

that children have significantly lower drift rate compared to young adults, indicating slower 875 

evidence accumulation and noisier recall. As drift rate closely correlates with memory accuracy 876 
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(Ratcliff et al., 2011), our findings on the memory strength align with those on memory accuracy 877 

during retrieval in both age groups. Our neural findings suggest that differences in functional 878 

engagement of the retrieval network and the characteristics of memory representations being 879 

created and retained may underlie the observed behavioural differences.  880 

 881 

Differential upregulation of remote > recent neural activation over time in 882 

children in comparison to young adults. 883 

Analyses of neural upregulation (i.e., remote > recent difference in neural activation) over time 884 

allowed us to control for the effects of rapid consolidation during repeated learning, while 885 

examining changes in short- or long-delay neural activation (Brodt et al., 2016b, 2018; Yu et al., 886 

2022). First, we observed increased upregulation in the vlPFC over time in both age groups, with 887 

vlPFC upregulation being higher in young adults. Furthermore, we observed stable upregulation 888 

in the mPFC over time in both age groups, with the overall mPFC upregulation being higher in 889 

children. On the one hand, this may indicate a stronger strategic control over retrieval processes 890 

over time in young adult, due to vlPFC’s role in strategic remembering and retrieval of stored 891 

memories (Badre & D’Esposito, 2009; Kuhl et al., 2012). Over time, cognitive control during 892 

memory retrieval may increase as it requires greater effort to recollect elaborative stories to 893 

remember the associated spatial context. Strategic control over memories may be present but less 894 

pronounced in children due to the more protracted developmental trajectories of prefrontal cortex 895 

maturation (Ghetti & Bunge, 2012c; Gogtay et al., 2004; Ofen, 2012; Shing et al., 2010b). On 896 

the other hand, our results indicate a more pronounced schema-related retrieval that may be 897 

mediated by mPFC to a greater extent in children than in young adults. This extends previous 898 

findings on the involvement of mPFC in structured and schema-related retrieval of long-term 899 

memories (Takashima et al., 2006; Yamashita et al., 2009) to a child developmental cohort. 900 

Interestingly, higher mPFC upregulation in long delay was negatively related to long delay 901 

memory accuracy, suggesting that schema-reliance is detrimental to the retention of detailed 902 

associative memories. In addition, it may suggest consolidation-related transformation of 903 

memory traces into less differentiated, more generic and gist-like memories(Gilboa & Marlatte, 904 

2017; Gilboa & Moscovitch, 2021).  905 

Second, in other constituents of the recollection network (Ranganath & Ritchey, 2012), we 906 

observed increased in upregulation from short to long delay in the posterior PHG and overall 907 
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lower upregulation in precuneous (i.e., remote > recent) in young adults, while children showed a 908 

corresponding decrease in the RSC. As young adults showed higher memory retention rates for 909 

more detail-rich information, this superior memory may be mediated by higher upregulation in 910 

the posterior PHG involved in contextual associations and scene memory (Aminoff et al., 2013). 911 

In children, PHG goes through prolonged maturation (Golarai et al., 2007), and its increased 912 

functional maturation is related to long-term scene recollection (Chai, 2010). In addition, higher 913 

mnemonic distinctiveness of more recent memories (i.e., higher retention rates for detailed 914 

information) may also be mediated by RSC and precuneous activation profiles, as these regions 915 

are involved in mnemonic vividness, spatial, and associative memory as indicated by other 916 

findings from immediate delays (Brodt et al., 2016b; Hebscher et al., 2019; Mitchell et al., 2018; 917 

Richter et al., 2016; Tambini & D’Esposito, 2020; Vann et al., 2009). Moreover, lower short 918 

delay precuneus upregulation and higher long delay RSC upregulation was related to better 919 

memory performance. Time-related decrease in the posterior brain regions in children is also in 920 

line with previous findings (DeMaster & Ghetti, 2013), which showed that the involvement of 921 

parietal regions in the recollection of correct memories increased with age in 8-to-11-year-old 922 

children. Therefore, the continuing maturation of parietal regions in 5-to-7-year-old children 923 

(Sowell et al., 2002) presumably underlies the age-related differences in consolidation-related 924 

upregulation in these regions. 925 

Third, the observed increase in neural upregulation from short to long delay in the LOC 926 

and the cerebellum in young adults is also in line with the previous findings showing that the 927 

cerebellum supports rapid cortical storage of memory traces after repeated exposure even after 928 

24 hours (Stroukov et al., 2022), and showed upregulation of neural activation for long-term 929 

episodic memory (Andreasen et al., 1999). Concerning the LOC, previous studies also showed 930 

that HC-LOC activation was related to scene-related associative memory consolidation (Tambini 931 

et al., 2010), and human object recognition (Grill-Spector et al., 2001). Moreover, the network of 932 

angular gyrus and LOC has been shown to enhance the overnight retention of schema-related 933 

memories in young adults (van der Linden et al., 2017). In line with this, we also observed that 934 

higher long delay LOC upregulation was related to better memory performance. The more 935 

pronounced upregulation from short to long delay in these regions in adults suggests that the 936 

cerebellum and LOC support long-delay memory retention and their functional role is 937 

underdeveloped in middle childhood. 938 
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Finally, our findings on age-group and delay-invariant activation in the anterior HC and PHG, 939 

and posterior HC during the retrieval of detail-rich memories (i.e., the exact location of an object 940 

within a scene) are in line with Nadel & Moscovitch (1997),who postulated that the hippocampal 941 

formation and related structures remain involved in detail-rich memories upon their retrieval, 942 

irrespective of memory age. For example, Du et al. (2019) reported stable hippocampal 943 

involvement during retrieval of associative memory across delays of one day, one week and one 944 

month in young adults. Tanrıverdi et al. (2022) also demonstrated that post-encoding 945 

coactivation of hippocampal and cortical brain regions may lead to experience-dependent change 946 

in memories, highlighting the importance of hippocampal involvement during consolidation. 947 

Furthermore, the absence of age-related differences in HC and anterior PHG involvement are 948 

also in line with developmental studies that have reported the relative maturity of the HC in 949 

middle childhood (Keresztes et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2014; Shing et al., 2010b), which is 950 

concomitant with an improvement in the ability to bind event features together into a coherent 951 

representation around the age of six years (Sluzenski et al., 2006). Specifically, our finding on 952 

hippocampal engagement being robust in children and adults extends the Multiple Trace Theory 953 

to a child developmental cohort (Moscovitch & Gilboa, 2022; Nadel et al., 2000). Taken 954 

together, the similar engagement of medial-temporal cortex over time in children and adults 955 

indicated that the retrieval of well-learned detail-rich memories is mediated by these brain 956 

structures already in middle childhood.  957 

To summarize, we provide novel evidence about changes in neural upregulation for 958 

successfully consolidated memories over short and long delay, relative to immediately learned 959 

memories. While children exhibited adult-like stable neural activation for recent and remote 960 

memories in medial-temporal brain regions, young adults relied more on prefrontal, occipital, 961 

cerebellar, and parietal brain regions over time, compared to more pronounced reliance on 962 

medial prefrontal regions in children. Adults show more mature neocortical consolidation-related 963 

engagement, resulting in stronger and more durable detailed memories over time while in 964 

children immature neocortical engagement may lead to consequent reduction in memory 965 

retention of detailed memories. 966 

 967 
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Reduced scene-specific reinstatement over time in children and young adults.  968 

We found that scene-specific reinstatement decreased over time both in children and young 969 

adults, aligning with delay-related decrease in memory retention. Additionally,  it was overall 970 

more attenuated in children compared to young adults. Higher scene-specific neural 971 

reinstatement was related to better memory performance in short and long delay in both age 972 

groups. 973 

Our findings contribute to the memory consolidation literature by demonstrating that 974 

scene-specific neural reinstatement observed in neocortical, medial temporal and cerebellar brain 975 

regions supports reinstatement of detailed specific contextual memories. This observation is 976 

consistent with the Contextual Binding Theory (Yonelinas et al., 2019), which posits that 977 

stronger reinstatement of contextual details can enhance memory retention. The similar decay of 978 

these processes over time in both children and adults suggests that the basic mechanisms of 979 

contextual binding are present early in development. Additionally, in line with the Trace 980 

Transformation Theory (Moscovitch & Gilboa, 2022), our findings suggest that reinstatement 981 

patterns continuously transform over time. This transformation, observed across all considered 982 

memory-related regions, indicates a consistent and systematic consolidation-related reshaping of 983 

the unique scene-specific memory representations over time (Chen et al., 2017).  984 

Our findings on scene-specific reinstatement align with and add to the previous literature 985 

that show reliable reinstatement of unique events. For example, our findings align with the 986 

effects observed by Masís-Obando et al. (2022) for the immediate recall of story details in key 987 

memory regions. Consistent with Oedekoven et al. (2017), our results show that memory 988 

representations for unique events can be reliably detected through scene-specific reinstatement 989 

even after extended delays. Furthermore, we build on Guo & Yang (2022) by demonstrating how 990 

specific ROI-related profiles of neural reinstatement during retrieval correlate with long-term 991 

memory retention. Unlike Oedekoven et al. (2017), who reported no time-related differences in 992 

reinstatement effects and used the same video clips for immediate and delayed recall – which 993 

could have inadvertently reinforced memory through reactivation – our study employed unique 994 

stimulus sets for each retrieval sessions, preventing any reconsolidation of mnemonic 995 

representations. This approach revealed a significant attenuation of reinstatement patterns after 996 

an overnight delay, which further diminished after two weeks, highlighting the importance of 997 

intentional reactivation for maintaining the specificity of neural reinstatement.  998 
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Our findings indicate similar patterns of scene-specific neural reinstatement between 999 

children and young adults. Building on Fandakova et al. (2019), who found similar 1000 

distinctiveness of neural representations during encoding in 8-to-15-year-old children and adults, 1001 

our results suggest that this similarity extends to younger ages, showing comparable 1002 

distinctiveness of neural representations for unique memories from middle to late childhood and 1003 

early adolescence. Additionally, our research supports the presence of scene-specific 1004 

reinstatement in 5-to-7-year-old children, albeit at a lower level compared to adults, aligning 1005 

with previous studies (Benear et al., 2022; Cohen et al., 2019; Golarai et al., 2015), which 1006 

demonstrated reliable mnemonic reinstatement for visual input (i.e., faces, movie clips) in 5-to-1007 

11-year-old children. Furthermore, we extend these findings, by showing that successful of long-1008 

term memory retrieval is associated with more differentiated neural reinstatement in both 1009 

children and young adults, indicating similar mechanisms of detail-rich memory consolidation 1010 

present as early as 5-to-7 year.  1011 

Our results indicate that higher scene-specific neural reinstatement over time correlated 1012 

with better memory retention in both children and adults. This is in line with the neural fidelity 1013 

hypothesis (Xue, 2018), suggesting that more similar neural reinstatement reflect less noisy 1014 

representations of mnemonic information. Convergent evidence showed that higher fidelity of 1015 

neural representation across study episodes leads to successful memory (Xue et al., 2010, 2013). 1016 

Similarly, Masís-Obando et al. (2022) reported that more specific neural representations 1017 

predicted subsequent memory performance in young adults.   1018 

Of note, our study design, which resulted in temporal autocorrelation in the BOLD signal 1019 

between memory retrieval (i.e., fixation time window) and scene observation and response (i.e., 1020 

scene time window), was consistent across all three delay windows. Since the retrieval procedure 1021 

remained unchanged over time and was similarly influenced by temporal autocorrelations, we 1022 

attribute our RSA findings to differences in reinstatement between recent and remote trials. 1023 

Given that the scene time window for the 3AFC task was constant, the brain signals should 1024 

exhibit similar perception-based but variably memory-based patterns across all delays. 1025 

Furthermore, all items, regardless of retrieval delay, underwent extensive learning and 1026 

showed successful consolidation, as evidenced by correct recall. This suggests that both the 1027 

fixation and scene time windows engaged memory-related neural processes. According to Brodt 1028 

et al., (2016, 2018), rapid consolidation-related neural reorganization can occur immediately 1029 
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after learning, indicating that even during recent retrieval, scenes are processed in a memory-1030 

oriented manner. Additionally, during the scene time window, participants engaged in retrieval 1031 

by selecting the correct object location within the scene. Thus, while the scene time window 1032 

involved perceptual processing, its impact is consistent across all items due to uniform exposure 1033 

to repeated learning, making them equally familiar to participants. Although our paradigm per se 1034 

cannot arbitrate between perception-based and memory-based nature of retrieval during scene 1035 

presentation, our exploratory univariate analysis during the scene presenations time window (see 1036 

Figure S3, Table S9 in Supplementary Materials) revealed higher neural engagement in the key 1037 

memory regions with passing time, supporting memory-related processing during the scene time 1038 

window.  1039 

Taken together, our findings provide novel evidence that although children exhibit more 1040 

attenuated scene-specific reinstatement compared to young adults, the consolidation-related 1041 

decrease in differentiated reinstatement follows similar patterns as in adults. This highlights that 1042 

despite less robust memory consolidation and lower memory strength, children's neural 1043 

transformations of distinct memories over time may share the same mechanisms as adults, with 1044 

scene-specific reinstatement proving beneficial for memory retention in both groups. 1045 

 1046 

Unique Gist-like Reinstatement in Children. 1047 

In terms of more generic gist-like reinstatement, our results showed that only children 1048 

demonstrated such reinstatement in anterior hippocampal, prefrontal, and parietal brain regions 1049 

during successful retrieval. Furthermore, higher short-delay gist-like reinstatement in the anterior 1050 

hippocampus and mPFC was associated with poorer short-delay memory accuracy in children. 1051 

Similarly, higher long-delay gist-like reinstatement was associated with poorer long-delay 1052 

memory accuracy in children. With these findings, we provide the first neural empirical evidence 1053 

to support the Fuzzy Trace Theory (Brainerd & Reyna, 2002; Reyna & Brainerd, 1995), showing 1054 

neural reorganization of memory representations in children.  1055 

The Fuzzy Trace Theory aims to characterized the shifts in ongoing balance between 1056 

precise, detailed “verbatim” memory and more generalize, simplified “gist” memory (Brainerd & 1057 

Reyna, 2002) from a developmental perspective. Our associative object-location task allowed the 1058 

investigation of these “dichotomy” as it was aimed to cultivate detailed, precise memories for 1059 

retrieval. Simultaneously, it enabled generalization by creating of more generic representations 1060 
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due to the presence of related category-based information. Adults were able to build upon solid 1061 

pre-existing knowledge by embellishing them with details and integrating them into these 1062 

structures. Children, in contrast, with their sparser knowledge, may have focused more on 1063 

solidifying the structure with overlapping information. Aligning with the Fuzzy Trace Theory, 1064 

our results suggest that reliance on gist-like memory representations is less effective for long-1065 

term retention of complex associative information compared to detailed verbatim memory, which 1066 

seems to be characteristic of adults.  1067 

The association between short-delay, gist-like reinstatement in the anterior hippocampus 1068 

and mPFC in children align with the findings that, in middle childhood, the anterior 1069 

hippocampus is generally functionally connected with frontal brain regions and associated with 1070 

semantic memory (Plachti et al., 2023). Earlier maturation of anterior hippocampus in middle 1071 

childhood (Canada et al., 2021), along with its more pronounced role in associative memory (Lee 1072 

et al., 2020), contribute to our understanding of its role in consolidation-related neural 1073 

reorganization in children. On the other hand, studies with adult subjects show that gist-like 1074 

reinstatement in posterior hippocampal is linked to more generic semantic gist of the original 1075 

memory in adults (Dandolo & Schwabe, 2018; Krenz et al., 2023). In line with this, more 1076 

schema-based representations in posterior hippocampus were related to pooper subsequent 1077 

performance in adults (Masís-Obando et al., 2022). A more prolonged maturation of the posterior 1078 

hippocampus, along with the functional shift within the anterior-posterior hippocampal axis with 1079 

respect to episodic memory, suggest that neural transformations of mnemonic representations in 1080 

children may be governed by inherently different neural mechanisms. The mechanisms may 1081 

result in weaker memories for detailed, complex information over long time in children (Canada 1082 

et al., 2021; Ghetti & Lee, 2013; Plachti et al., 2023). Particularly, pronounced functional 1083 

connectivity between the anterior hippocampus and frontal regions in children, coupled with less 1084 

differentiated functional specification and broad cognitive covariance network within these 1085 

regions (Plachti et al., 2023), may underlie more sparse retention patterns and less differentiated 1086 

memory reorganization in children.  1087 

The gist-like neural reinstatement in the mPFC in children may reflect consolidation-1088 

related integration of memory representations into more abstract, generic forms. This aligns with 1089 

the mPFC’s known role in integrating across memories (Schlichting et al., 2015), the increase in 1090 

semantically transformed representations for related information over time in adults (Krenz et al., 1091 
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2023),and the integration new information into schema (Gilboa & Marlatte, 2017; Preston & 1092 

Eichenbaum, 2013). While gist-like neural representations may support the generalization of 1093 

information to bolster the sparse knowledge structures in children, this occurs at the costs of 1094 

memory precision (Reyna et al., 2016). Consequently, there is a negative association between 1095 

gist-like memory reinstatement in the mPFC and memory accuracy both in short and long delay. 1096 

In contrast to our findings, Masís-Obando et al. (2022) demonstrated that more schema-based 1097 

representations in the mPFC were associated with better subsequent memory performance in 1098 

adults. However, the study utilized stimuli with clearly differentiable schema and details 1099 

components. Future studies may use this approach to further explore these differences and the 1100 

specific conditions under which schema-based representations enhance memory performance, 1101 

and the age differences therein. 1102 

Overall, our results are in line with Brainerd et al. (2002), showing that in middle 1103 

childhood, precise mnemonic representations (i.e., scene-specific reinstatement) and gist 1104 

mnemonic representations (i.e., gist-like reinstatement) co-exist also on the neural level. We 1105 

performed exploratory analysis that revealed a negative relationship between detailed scene-1106 

specific reinstatement and generic gist-like reinstatement in children (see section S3.1, Figure S5 1107 

in Supplementary Materials). Therefore, children with lower item-specific menminic 1108 

representations tend to show more generic gist-like representations. Extending on the 1109 

postulations from Keresztes et al. (2018) and Ngo et al. (2021) that 5-to-7-year-old children tend 1110 

to rely more on generalization, our findings suggest that retaining memories with less specific 1111 

details may allow for faster integration of overlapping features into emerging knowledge 1112 

structures (Bauer, 2021; Gilboa & Marlatte, 2017).  1113 

On the other hand, adults could form strong, highly detailed memories aided by effective 1114 

strategic retrieval methods, without the need to form gist-like representations. Moreover, they 1115 

may have employed different retrieval neural mechanisms than children, as indicated by our 1116 

exploratory findings that higher neural engagement over time was associated with the decrease in 1117 

scene-specific neural reinstatement in adults (see section S3.1, Figure S5 in Supplementary 1118 

Materials); suggesting a higher recruitment of neural resources to compensate for decaying 1119 

memory reinstatement.  1120 

Taken together, our findings provide novel evidence that an enhanced reliance on gist 1121 

information characterizes children’s memory retrieval across time. With this we provide the first 1122 
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empirical evidence to support the Fuzzy trace theory on the level of gist-like neural 1123 

representations evolvement in children. 1124 

 1125 

LIMITATIONS 1126 

Several limitations of the current study should be noted. First, our test for memory was based on 1127 

a 3-alternative forced choice procedure, which was intended to reduce the need for strategic 1128 

search (e.g., in free recall). As reorganization and stabilization in consolidation depend on the 1129 

psychological nature of mnemonic representations (Moscovitch & Gilboa, 2022), future studies 1130 

may employ more demanding recall-based memories to characterize memory consolidation more 1131 

comprehensively. Particularly, future studies may differentiate mnemonic accessibility vs. 1132 

precision (Murray et al., 2015; Richter et al., 2016), as they may show differential temporal 1133 

dynamics in the developing brain and involve differential neural mechanisms. Second, as we 1134 

included only stimuli congruent with prior knowledge, future studies may introduce knowledge-1135 

incongruent information to investigate the beneficial effect of prior knowledge on memory 1136 

consolidation more directly. Prior knowledge may impact learning and consolidation of 1137 

information over time differentially by development (McKenzie & Eichenbaum, 2011; van 1138 

Kesteren et al., 2013; Wang& Morris, 2010). Third, we concentrated on a limited age range in 1139 

middle childhood. To characterize how neural mechanisms of memory consolidation evolve over 1140 

time, future studies should include other developmental cohorts. Fourth, we acknowledge that 1141 

our study design leads to temporal autocorrelation in the BOLD signal when calculating RSA 1142 

between fixation and scene time windows. Although we argue that our results, given the identical 1143 

procedure over time, are more attributed to the delay-related changes in the neural reinstatement, 1144 

future studies should tailor the design of the retrieval procedure to warrant cross-run 1145 

comparisons. This could be achieved by introducing the same items repeatedly across different 1146 

runs. Fifth, our task may not have been demanding enough for young adults to fully challenge 1147 

their memory retention and encourage the formation of more gist-like representations. Future 1148 

studies could explore this further by using more challenging conditions to enhance the formation 1149 

of more generic memories in adults, avoid bias related to prior knowledge. Sixth, although we 1150 

focused on ROIs associated with the recollection network and implicated in retrieval of visual 1151 

information, we did not investigate the connectivity between these brain regions and how it 1152 

changes as memories age. Future studies should investigate consolidation-related neural 1153 
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connectivity patterns and their temporal dynamics in the developing brain. Finally, children in 1154 

our sample were positively biased in socio-demographical score and IQ compared to young 1155 

adults,  which may restrict the generalizability of our results.  1156 

 1157 

 1158 

CONCLUSIONS 1159 

In this study, we present novel empirical evidence on the neural mechanisms underlying the less 1160 

robust memory retention of intentionally learned object-location associations in 5-to-7-year-old 1161 

children compared to young adults. Our findings reveal that over time, children show attenuated 1162 

consolidation-related upregulation in neocortical and cerebellar brain regions during successful 1163 

retrieval. Furthermore, children may form different neural memory representations than young 1164 

adults, as evidenced by the coexistence of both detailed scene-specific and generic gist-like 1165 

reinstatement. Our results suggest that, unlike the mature consolidation systems in young adults, 1166 

the developing brains of early school-age children show attenuated yet adult-like item-specific 1167 

representations and reduced neural upregulation in core retrieval networks. Additionally, gist-1168 

based representations play a significant role in children’s retrieval processes, possibly aiding the 1169 

building up of schema knowledge.  1170 
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 1192 
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 1194 

 1195 

 1196 

 1197 

 1198 

 1199 

 1200 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 1201 

Participants 1202 

Sixty-three typically developing children and 46 young adults were recruited to participate in the 1203 

study through advertisement in newspapers, on the university campus, word-of-mouth, and city 1204 

registry. All participants had normal vision with or without correction, no history of 1205 

psychological or neurological disorders or head trauma, average IQ > 85, and were term-born 1206 

(i.e., born after 37 weeks of pregnancy). Fourteen children were excluded due to : (i) incomplete 1207 

task execution and missing data (n = 2); (ii) poor quality of the data (n = 7); (iii) technical issues 1208 

during data acquisition (n = 5). Seven young adult participants were excluded due to incomplete 1209 

task execution and missing data (n=5) or being identified as extreme outlier (n=2) based on 1210 

interquartile range (IQR; above Q3upper quartile(75th percentile) + 3xIQR or below Q1lower quartile(25th 1211 
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percentile) – 3xIQR (Hawkins, 1980)) for memory behavioural measures. The excluded participants 1212 

were comparable in terms of age, sex, and socio-economic status to the final sample. The final 1213 

total sample consisted of 49 children (22 female, mean age: 6.34 years, age range: 5.3 – 7.1 1214 

years), and 39 young adults (19 female, mean age: 25.60 years, age range: 21.3 – 30.8 years; see 1215 

Table 1 for more details).  1216 

All participants or their legal guardians gave written informed consent prior to participation. 1217 

The study was approved by the ethics committee of the Goethe University Frankfurt am Main 1218 

(approval E 145/18). The participants received 100 Euro as compensation for taking part in the 1219 

study.  1220 

Table 1 1221 

Sample characteristics by age group 1222 

 Children  
(CH; N = 49) 

Young adults  
(YA; N = 39) 

Group effect 
(CH vs YA) 

Demographic measures M SD M SD p-value ω2 

Age 6.34 .43 25.60 2.79 *** .96 

Sex (M/F) 27/22 - 20/19 - - - 

IQ Score 117.90 12.92 107.64 12.49 *** .13 

Socioeconomical Status       

    ISCED – Father 6.22 1.43 4.39 1.75 *** .29 

    ISCED - Mother 6.17 1.34 4.08 1.85 *** .24 

Notes. Income is based on a 1-7 Scale (1 = less than 15.000 €, 7 = more than 100.000 €); ISCED = International 1223 
Standard Classification of Education 2011 (International Standard Classification of Education, 2011);  1224 
IQ = Intelligence Quotient based on K-ABC (Kaufman & Kaufman, 2015) for children and WAIS-IV 1225 
(Wechsler, 2015) for young adults; M = mean; SD = standard deviation; ω2 = omega squared; *p < .05; ** < .01, 1226 
*** < .001 (significant difference). 1227 
 1228 

Materials and Procedure 1229 

Object-location associations task 1230 

Stimuli for the object-location association task were chosen based on the social studies and 1231 

science curriculum for German primary school first and second graders (see similar procedure in 1232 

Brod & Shing, 2019). The themes were chosen based on ratings provided by four primary school 1233 

teachers on the familiarity of first graders with the topics. 60 different themes (e.g., classroom, 1234 

farm, etc.) were chosen, each belonging to one of seven categories (i.e., field, water, housing, 1235 

forest, infrastructure, indoor, farming). Four scene stimuli and four thematically congruent object 1236 
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pictures were selected for each theme (see Fig. 1 for an example), resulting in 240 individual 1237 

scenes and 240 individual objects. The 240 object-scene pairs were assigned to versions A and 1238 

B, each containing 120 object-scene pairs. Each participant was randomly assigned either 1239 

version A or version B. There were six possible object locations across all scenes. Around each 1240 

location, there were three possible object placements. The distribution of locations across scenes 1241 

was controlled to ensure realistic placement of the objects within the scenes (for more detailed 1242 

information see Supplementary Methods section). The object-location association task consisted 1243 

of three phases (see Fig. 1):  1244 

(i) Initial encoding phase (Day 0, Day 1, Day 14). A total of 120 object-location pairs were used to 1245 

create the trials in this phase, with 60 pairs presented on Day 0, 30 pairs on Day 1, and 30 1246 

pairs on Day 14. During each trial, participants viewed an object in isolation for 2 1247 

seconds, followed by the same object superimposed on a scene at a particular location for 1248 

10 seconds. After this, a blank screen with a fixation cross was presented for 1 second. 1249 

Participants were instructed to memorize the object-location pairs and to remember the 1250 

exact location of the object within the scene using elaborative encoding strategies, such 1251 

as creating a story or making a “mental photo” of the scene. Such elaborative encoding 1252 

strategies have been shown to improve memory performance in both children and adults  1253 

(Craik & Tulving, 1975; Pressley, 1982; Pressley et al., 1981; Shing et al., 2008);  1254 

(ii) Learning phase (Day 0, Day 1, Day 14). Following the initial encoding phase, participants 1255 

underwent further learning of the correct location of the object within the scene by 1256 

undergoing adaptively repeated retrieval-encoding cycles. These cycles ranged from a 1257 

minimum of two to a maximum of four. During each trial, participants were first 1258 

presented with an isolated object for 2 seconds, followed by a one-second blank screen 1259 

with a fixation cross. They were then shown a scene containing three red-framed 1260 

rectangles, indicating possible location choices. Participants had to select the correct 1261 

location by choosing one of the rectangles within 12 seconds, and the chosen rectangle 1262 

was highlighted for 0.5 seconds. After this, feedback in the form of a smiley face was 1263 

given, with the happy face for a correct answer, a sad face for an incorrect answer, and a 1264 

sleeping face for a missed answer. Following the feedback, correct object-location 1265 

associations were displayed for two seconds if the choice was correct and for three 1266 
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seconds if the choice was incorrect or missed. The cycles ended when participants 1267 

provided correct responses to 83% of the trials or after the fourth cycle was reached. 1268 

(iii)Retrieval phase (Day 1 and Day 14). The retrieval phase was conducted inside the MRI scanner. 1269 

Participants were instructed to recollect and visualize (“put in front of their mental eyes”) 1270 

as vividly as possible the location of the object within the scene. In this way we prompted 1271 

the recall of the scene and the location of the object within this scene. Each trial began 1272 

with a fixation cross jittered between 3 to 7 seconds (mean of 5 seconds). Participants 1273 

were then presented with an isolated object for 2 seconds, followed by the presentation of 1274 

another fixation cross jittered between 2 to 8 seconds (mean of 5 seconds). Following the 1275 

fixation cross, participants were prompted with the associated scene and were required to 1276 

recall the location of the object by selecting one of the three red rectangles on the scene 1277 

within 7.5 seconds. If participants failed to respond within the deadline, the trial was 1278 

terminated. No time-outs were recorded for young adults, while 5,4 % of time-out trials 1279 

were recorded for children and these trials were excluded for analysis. After a choice was 1280 

made or the response deadline was reached, the scene remained on the screen for an 1281 

additional 0.5 second. The jitters and the order of presentation of recent and remote items 1282 

were determined using OptimizeXGUI (Spunt, 2016)which followed an exponential 1283 

distribution (Dale, 1999). Ten unique recently learned items (from the same testing day) 1284 

and ten unique remotely learned items (from Day 0) were distributed withing each run (in 1285 

total three runs) in the order as suggested by the software as the most optimal. There were 1286 

three runs with unique sets of stimuli, each resulting in thirty unique recent and thirty 1287 

unique remote stimuli overall. 1288 

 1289 

Assessment of demographic and cognitive covariates 1290 

IQ scores were assessed using the German version of the “Kaufman Assessment Battery for 1291 

Children – Second Edition” (K-ABC II; Kaufman & Kaufman, 2015) in children and the 1292 

“Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale – Fourth Edition” (WAIS -IV; Wechsler, 2015) in young 1293 

adults. General socio-demographic questionnaires to assess socio-demographic characteristics of 1294 

the participants were administered as well.  1295 
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Experimental Procedure 1296 

The testing was conducted over three days (see Fig. 1B). On Day 0, the experiment began with a 1297 

short training session aimed at familiarizing participants with the object-location associations 1298 

task and elaborative encoding strategy, using five object-location pairs. The experimental task 1299 

started with the initial encoding of unique sets of object-location associations. Participants had to 1300 

learn two unique sets comprised of 30 object-location associations each. After encoding each set, 1301 

participants engaged in a brief distraction task where they listened to and had to recall a string of 1302 

numbers. Next, they underwent a learning phase with retrieval-encoding cycles until they 1303 

reached a criterion of 83% (or a maximum of four cycles). This was done to minimize variances 1304 

attributed to encoding, allowing for more accurate comparison of subsequent memory 1305 

consolidation. Afterwards, the children visited a mock-scanner to become familiar with the MRI 1306 

scanning environment. This procedure involved teaching the children the sounds of MRI 1307 

scanning and training them to stay still during scanning.  1308 

On Day 1, participants first learned a new set of 30 object-location associations, using the 1309 

same learning procedure as on Day 0. This was followed by retrieval in the MRI scanner, during 1310 

which they were required to recall 30 object-location associations learnt on Day 0 (short-delay, 1311 

remote) and another 30 learnt on Day 1 (recent). On Day 14, the same procedure was followed as 1312 

on Day 1, with a new set of 30 object-location associations. They were again required to recall 1313 

30 object-location associations learnt on Day 0 (long-delay, remote)  and another 30 learnt on 1314 

Day 14 (recent). In total, participants completed 60 retrieval trials in the MR scanner on Day 1 1315 

and Day 14 each, which took approximately 15-20 minutes. Besides the primary task, 1316 

participants also completed other psychometric tests across all testing sessions. Additionally, 1317 

socio-demographic questionnaires were administered to young adults and legal guardians of 1318 

children.  1319 

 1320 

Data acquisition  1321 

Behavioural data acquisition 1322 

The task paradigm during all phases was presented using Psychtoolbox (Kleiner et al., 2007) 1323 

software in MATLAB 9.5, R2018b (MATLAB, 2018). During the encoding and learning phases, 1324 

stimuli were presented on a computer screen with the resolution of 1920x1080 pixels. During the 1325 

retrieval phase, an MR-compatible screen with identical resolution was used, and participants 1326 
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used an MR-compatible button box with three buttons. To minimize head movements, foam 1327 

cushions were placed inside the head coil, and MR-compatible headsets and ear plugs were used 1328 

to reduce the scanner noise.  1329 

Magnetic resonance imaging data acquisition 1330 

MR images were acquired on a 3 Tesla SIEMENS PRISMA MRI scanner (Siemens Medical 1331 

Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) using a 64-channel head coil at Berlin Center for Advanced 1332 

Neuroimaging, Charité Universitätsmedizin Berlin. Each session started with the acquisition of a 1333 

localizer and head scout sequences for field-of-view-alignment (FoV) based on anatomical 1334 

landmarks. T1-weighted structural images were obtained with the magnetization prepared rapid 1335 

gradient echo (MP-RAGE) pulse sequence (TR = 2500 ms, echo time = 2.9 ms, flip angle = 8°, 1336 

FoV = 256 mm, voxel size = 1x1x1 mm3, 176 slices). Functional images were acquired using 1337 

echo-planar imaging sequences (TR = 800 ms, echo time = 37 ms, flip angle = 52°, 1338 

FoV = 208 mm, 72 slices, voxel size = 2x2x2 mm3, maximally 588 volumes). In addition, 1339 

gradient echo images (field maps) were acquired before each functional run for correction of 1340 

magnetic field inhomogeneities.  1341 

 1342 

Behavioural data analysis 1343 

Learning and Consolidation 1344 

The behavioural analyses were performed with R packages (R Core Team, 2022) in RStudio 1345 

2022.07.0 (RStudio, Inc.). Throughout the analyses, statistical significance level was set 1346 

at  < .05.  1347 

All p-values were FDR-adjusted for multiple comparisons due to multiple ROIs. As a measure of 1348 

baseline memory performance, final learning accuracy was defined as the percentage of correctly 1349 

learned locations in relation to the total number of items at the end of the learning phase of each 1350 

day. To examine memory consolidation, we quantified memory retention across delays, focusing 1351 

on trials that were correctly learned on Day 0. From these trials, we calculated the percentage of 1352 

correct responses, separately for Day 1 and Day 14. We conducted a linear mixed-effect model 1353 

(LME model) for memory measures using the lmer function from the lme4 package in R (Bates 1354 

et al., 2015) and lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2017). All LME models were calculated with 1355 

maximum-likelihood estimation and Subject as the random intercept to account for between-1356 

subject variability in retention accuracy.  1357 
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First, to investigate baseline memory performance, we analysed whether final learning 1358 

accuracy in all three sessions differed between groups. For that, we included the within-subject 1359 

factor of Session (Day 0, Day 1, and Day 14) and the between-subject factor of Group (children 1360 

and young adults) in the LME model. Second, for memory retention rates, we included Session 1361 

(Day 1, Day 14), Item Type (recent, remote), and Group (children, young adults) as fixed factors 1362 

in the LME model. In addition, we added Subjects as random factor, as well as IQ, Sex, and 1363 

Handedness  (Kang et al., 2017; Willems et al., 2014) as covariates. Degrees of freedom were 1364 

adjusted using the Satterthwaite’s method (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) if the assumptions of 1365 

homogeneity of variances were violated. Significant effects were followed up with Sidak post-1366 

hoc multiple comparisons. For further group differences in socio-demographic measures, we 1367 

performed one-way independent analysis of variance (ANOVA) or Games-Howell test (S. Lee & 1368 

Lee, 2018). The effect size estimation was performed using omega squared (w2) as a less biased 1369 

estimate for reporting practical significance of observed effects (Okada, 2013). To determine the 1370 

amount of variance explained by the model, we used partR2 package (Stoffel et al., 2021).  1371 

 1372 

 1373 

fMRI data pre-processing 1374 

Anatomical and functional MR data was pre-processed using fMRIPrep 22.0.0 (Esteban et al., 1375 

2019), based on Nipype 1.8.3 (Gorgolewski et al., 2011). Detailed description of the anatomical 1376 

and functional data pre-processing can be found in Supplementary Methods section.  1377 

 1378 

fMRI data analysis 1379 

FMRI data analysis was conducted with FEAT in FSL (Version 6.0.1, FMRIB’s Software 1380 

Library,  Jenkinson et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2004; Woolrich et al., 2009). Prior to that, single 1381 

runs were excluded if there was (i) root-mean-square realignment estimates(Jenkinson et al., 1382 

2002) exceeding 1mm; and (ii) framewise displacement (FD) > 1, and (iii) less than two correct 1383 

trials in the entire run. Based on these criteria, 14 single runs and two complete sessions in 1384 

children were excluded from further analysis.  1385 

General Linear Model for Mean Activation  1386 

For each participant’s fMRI data, a first-level analysis was performed separately for each 1387 

run using a general linear model (GLM) with eight experimental regressors. The regressors 1388 
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represented the onset and duration of the following events: (i) object recentcorrect, (ii) object 1389 

remotecorrect, (iii) scene recentcorrect, (iv) scene remotecorrect, (v) object recentincorrect, (vi) object 1390 

remoteincorrect, (vii) scene recentincorrect, (viii) scene remoteincorrect. The duration of object events 1391 

was two seconds, while the duration of scene events was dependent on the reaction time (RT). 1392 

The regressors were convolved with a hemodynamic response function, modelled with a double-1393 

gamma function with first and second derivatives. Confounding regressors were also included in 1394 

the GLM and were calculated with fMRIPrep, namely global signal, six rigid body realignment 1395 

parameters, framewise displacement, and standardised DVARS (D, temporal derivatives over 1396 

time courses; VARS, variance over voxels). In addition, six anatomic component-based noise 1397 

correction (CompCor) regressors and cosine drift terms were included, based on previous 1398 

methodological studies (Ciric et al., 2017; Esteban et al., 2020; Jones et al., 2021; Satterthwaite 1399 

et al., 2013). The functional images were spatially smoothed with SUSAN (Smallest Univalue 1400 

Segment Assimilating Nucleus, Smith & Brady, (1997)), applying a Gaussian kernel with a full-1401 

width at half-maximum of 6 mm. A high-pass Gaussian filter with a cut-off period of 80 s was 1402 

applied. Contrasts were defined for each run per subject, and within-subject fixed-effects 1403 

averaging across runs within each session was conducted per subject. Group-level analysis was 1404 

performed with FLAME1 (Woolrich et al., 2004) within each session, based on the statistical 1405 

maps obtained from the first-level analysis. The main contrast of interest was object 1406 

remote > object recent, as we were primarily interested in the reinstatement of object-scene 1407 

association before the scene was shown. Univariate analysis was performed with statistical tests 1408 

voxel-wise and corrected for multiple comparisons with cluster-based thresholding using a z 1409 

threshold of z > 3.1 and a two-tailed probability of 0.001. 1410 

Several a priori regions of interest (ROI) were selected based on anatomical masks: 1411 

bilateral anterior/posterior hippocampus (HC), bilateral anterior/posterior parahippocampal gyrus 1412 

(PHG), and RSC. The masks for the medio-temporal lobe ROIs were taken from the Harvard-1413 

Oxford Cortical and Subcortical Atlases (threshold at 30% probability; (Desikan et al., 2006)), 1414 

and the mask for RSC was taken from the Talairich Atlas (threshold at 30% probability; 1415 

Lancaster et al., 2000; Talairich & Tournoux, 1988) . For further ROIs in large cortical regions 1416 

(namely mPFC, precuneus, LOC, vlPFC, and cerebellum), anatomical masks derived from 1417 

Harvard-Oxford Cortical and Subcortical Atlases or Juelich Atlas (Amunts et al., 2020) were 1418 

combined with a functional task-related map, based on mean activation across recent and remote 1419 
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objects across all participants and sessions, at voxel-wise threshold of z > 3.1 and a two-tailed 1420 

probability of 0.001. With these masks, the mean percent signal change (from the contrast of 1421 

object remotecorrect > object recentcorrect) was extracted using FEAT in FSL for each session of 1422 

each participant, which were then submitted to statistical analysis in R. A linear mixed-effect 1423 

model (as described in section 2.5) was set up to model percent signal change. The linear mixed 1424 

effect model was calculated with maximum-likelihood estimation and Subject as random 1425 

intercept to account for between-subject variability. As fixed factors, we included Session (Day 1426 

1, Day 14) and Group (children, young adults). We also added IQ and sex and handedness and 1427 

mean reaction time as covariates to the model.  1428 

Representational similarity analysis for neural reinstatement. 1429 

For the multivariate analysis, single-event (i.e., for every event on each trial) β (beta) estimates 1 1430 

were first computed by modelling BOLD time course with a series of Generalized Linear Models 1431 

(GLM) using the Least Square Separate method (LSS; Abdulrahman & Henson, 2016; Mumford 1432 

et al., 2012). Each trial contained three events (i.e., object, fixation, and scene), hence a total of 1433 

30 GLMs (i.e., ten for objects, ten for fixations, and ten for scenes) were computed for each run, 1434 

session, and participant. Each of the GLMs contained four experimental regressors: for instance, 1435 

one for the single fixation of interest and three more for the rest of the events (i.e., for all other 1436 

fixations except the fixation of interest, for all objects, and for all scenes). The same set up was 1437 

followed for the object GLMs and the scene GLMs. The regressors were convolved with the 1438 

hemodynamic response function, which was modelled with a double-gamma function with first 1439 

and second derivatives. Additionally, the same confounding regressors as the ones for mean-1440 

activation analysis were included.  1441 

Next, to assess whether mnemonic reinstatement during the fixation period, during which 1442 

participants were supposed to recollect the scenes associated with the objects, was more item-1443 

specific or gist-like, we used the single-event beta estimates of each trial to compute two types of 1444 

Representational Similarity Matrices (RSMs; Kriegeskorte, 2008). Each RSM was computed 1445 

separately for each previously identified ROI. All subsequent analyses were performed with 1446 

homebrew scripts available at https://github.com/iryna1schommartz/memokid_fmri. 1447 

                                                 
1 Beta estimates were obtained from a Least Square Separate (LSS) regression model. Each event was modeled with 
their respective onset and duration and, as such, one beta value was estimated per event (with the lags between 
events differing from trial to trial). The jitter was included to enable an estimation of the patterns evoked by the 
events and all subsequent RSA analyses were conducted normally on these estimates without further controls.  
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Scene-specific reinstatement: To measure the extent of scene reinstatement following object 1448 

presentation, we computed a scene-specific reinstatement index for each neural RSM, separately 1449 

for correctly remembered recent and correctly remembered remote scenes of each session (see 1450 

Figure 5A-B). For each specific scene, we computed the index as the average distance between 1451 

the “fixation” and “scene period” (Fisher-transformed Pearson’s r; Fig. 5B), which was the 1452 

correlation between neural patterns during fixation and neural patterns when viewing the scene. 1453 

We averaged the index across all items, all runs within a session, and then within subjects, 1454 

resulting in a single value per predefined ROIs and sessions. In addition to scene-specific 1455 

reinstatement, we also calculated a set-based reinstatement index as a control analysis, which 1456 

was calculated as an average distance between “fixation” and “scene period” for a scene and 1457 

every other scene within the stimuli set (Deng et al., 2021; Ritchey et al., 2013; Wing et al., 1458 

2015). The set-based reinstatement index reflects the baseline level of non-specific neural 1459 

activation patterns during reinstatement. We then calculated the corrected scene-specific 1460 

reinstatement index as the difference between set-based and scene-specific Fisher-transformed 1461 

Pearson’s values (Deng et al., 2021; Ritchey et al., 2013; Wing et al., 2015). A higher value in 1462 

this index denotes more distinct scene reinstatement patterns. Only correctly retrieved items were 1463 

included for this analysis. We obtained the corrected scene-specific reinstatement indices for 1464 

recent items on Day 1 and Day 14 and tested them for session-related differences. If no 1465 

differences were observed, the set-corrected scene-specific reinstatement indices for recent 1466 

scenes on Day 1 and 14 were averaged to obtain a single value per ROI and participant. We then 1467 

conducted a final LME model, separately for each ROI, with Subject as the random factor and 1468 

Delay (recent, remote Day 1, remote Day 14) and Group (children, young adults) as fixed 1469 

factors. In addition, mean neural activation was added as a covariate into the model.  1470 

Gist-like reinstatement: Seven overarching thematic categories were identified during stimuli 1471 

selection (i.e., field, water, housing, forest, infrastructure, indoor, farming). A within-category 1472 

similarity indices were computed based on fixation time window of correctly remembered items 1473 

belonging to the same category and excluding the similarity computation for the fixation time 1474 

windows of correctly remembered items with itself.  A between-category similarity indices were 1475 

computed based on fixation time window of correctly remembered items belonging to different 1476 

categories. These indices were computed for each run, Z-standardized and then averaged across 1477 

all runs. A gist-like reinstatement index was computed by subtracting between-categories from 1478 
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within-categories Z-transformed distances ([within categoryrecent – between categoryrecent] and 1479 

[within categoryremote – between categoryremote] for each session, Fig. 7A-B) . The non-zero 1480 

values in this corrected index reflect gist-like reinstatement, as the similarity distance would be 1481 

higher for pairs of trials with the same categories than for pairs with different categories. We 1482 

applied a one-sample permutation t-test to test for significance in each ROI. Similar to the 1483 

procedure described above, gist-like reinstatement indices for recent items on Day 1 and Day 14 1484 

were averaged when no difference was found, obtaining a single value per ROI and participant. 1485 

We then conducted a final LME model, separately for each ROI, with Subject as the random 1486 

factor and Delay (recent, remote Day 1, remote Day 14) and Group (children, young adults) as 1487 

fixed factors and mean neural activation as a covariate, to analyse any delay-related differences 1488 

in gist-like reinstatement index for successfully retrieved trials. Finally, we also explored 1489 

whether over time, long-delay item-specific and gist-like reinstatement is beneficial or 1490 

detrimental for memory performance by correlating the index with memory retention rates. We 1491 

tested whether this correlation within each group differs based on ROI. If no differences were 1492 

observed, we averaged reinstatement indices across ROIs that showed significant reinstatement 1493 

in long delay.  1494 

Brain-behavioural relations 1495 

To examine the connections between brain function and behavior, we utilized brain metrics 1496 

generated via the application of a multivariate method known as Partial Least Square Correlation 1497 

(PLSC) (Abdi & Williams, 2013; McIntosh et al., 1996; Schommartz et al., 2023). This approach 1498 

focuses on multivariate links between specified neural measures in Regions of Interest (ROIs) 1499 

and fluctuations in memory performance over short and long delays across different age cohorts. 1500 

We argue that this multivariate strategy offers a more comprehensive understanding of the 1501 

relationships between brain metrics across various ROIs and memory performance, given their 1502 

mutual dependence and connectivity (refer to Genon et al. (2022) for similar discussions). 1503 

Initially, we established a cross-subject correlation matrix that included (i) a matrix (n x 1504 

10) comprising short and long delay brain indices (encompassing both neural upregulation, 1505 

scene-specific and gist-like indices) for all specified ROIs, and (ii) a vector (n-sized) that 1506 

represents a continuous assessment of either short-delay or long-delay memory performance 1507 

(RR): R = CORR (RR, ROIs). Prior to the correlation, all metrics were standardized. The 1508 

decomposition of this correlation matrix, R = USV', was performed using singular value 1509 
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decomposition, yielding singular vectors U and V, or saliences. Here, the left singular vector 1510 

symbolizes the weights for short- or long-delay memory accuracy (U), while the right singular 1511 

vector represents ROI weights (V) indicating specific neural indices that optimally represent R, 1512 

with S being a matrix of singular values. 1513 

Subsequently, PLSC identifies a singular estimable latent variable (LV), uncovering pairs 1514 

of latent vectors with maximal covariance that best describe the association between memory 1515 

retention rates and ROI neural indices. Therefore, LV delineates distinct patterns of neural 1516 

indices across ROIs closely linked to either short- or long-delay retention rates. Moreover, we 1517 

computed a singular value for each participant, termed an within-person “profile,” summarizing 1518 

the robust expression of the defined LV’s pattern. This was achieved by multiplying the model-1519 

derived ROI weight vector (V) with the within-person estimates of ROI neural metrics. 1520 

To verify the generalizability and significance of the saliences or LV, we performed 5000 1521 

permutation tests to derive a p-value. We also determined the stability of the within-LV weights 1522 

by bootstrapping with 5000 resamples, calculating a bootstrap ratio (BSRs) by dividing each 1523 

ROI’s salience by its bootstrap standard error. BSRs, analogous to Z-scores, serve as normalized 1524 

robustness estimates; hence, values exceeding 1.96 (p < .05) indicate statistically stable 1525 

saliences. Utilizing PLSC for multivariate statistical analysis in one step eliminates the need for 1526 

multiple comparisons correction across all ROIs (McIntosh et al., 1996).  1527 

To avoid multicollinearity and redundancy, which might diminish the power to uncover 1528 

neural-behavioral links through conventional statistical approaches, we initially derived a single 1529 

metric per participant—a participant’s expression of the latent brain pattern (i.e., brain score) for 1530 

neural indices that share the most variance with either short-delay or long-delay memory 1531 

accuracy variations. We further explored how these brain patterns correlate with memory 1532 

performance.  1533 
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